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This study examines the Spiral of Silence (SoS) phenomenon in online news discussions under
the mechanism of online news comments about the issue of abortion. The results from 530
participants in the experiment primarily substantiate that individuals’ fear of isolation fluctuates
by context, supplementing the theoretical gray area left in Noelle-Neumann’s original
conceptualization. Moreover, the participants’ contextual fear of isolation, perceived online
anonymity, opinion congruity with other commenters, and issue involvement significantly
predict their willingness to post their own views. Yet, neither their dispositional fear of isolation
nor the influence of the media-reported poll results emerged as predictors. The research findings
offer support for a more comprehensive conceptualization of SoS components operating in
cyberspace contexts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Background
The phenomenon of the Spiral of Silence (SoS) still generates intense scholarly debate,
even decades after it was introduced by Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann in early 1970s. The main idea
argues that, driven by the fear of being socially isolated, individuals tend to assess the opinion
climate of a topic to estimate the discrepancy between their own opinion and that of the general
public. Moreover, when their own opinion is perceived to be deviant from the majority,
individuals are prone to withhold it and remain silent in public (Noelle-Neumann, 1974; 1984;
1991). Communication researchers, in particular, reference this phenomenon as mass media play
a crucial role in determining opinion climates for various topics (Noelle-Neumann, 1984).
Findings in different decades generally substantiate the effects of media in contributing to
individuals’ decision to suppress their opinion expression in public (e.g., Kim, Kim, & Oh, 2014;
Lin & Salwen, 1997; Moy, Domke, & Stamm, 2001; Mutz, 1989).
Another research interest points to the communication contexts where individuals speak
out or conceal their opinion. This approach largely stems from the growing popularity of
computer-mediated communication (CMC), along with a widespread adoption of the Internet
that amplifies the ways for people to be engaged in discussions about public issues. Various
studies have investigated the influences of online environments and the characteristics of CMC
on the SoS phenomenon. For instance, the lack of physical presence in online forums was found
to decrease the participants’ fear of isolation, which in turn makes them more willing to speak
their minds (Woong Yun & Park, 2011). Research also shows that an online forum participant’s
perception of opinion climate is affected by both the circulated information in the site and other
users’ views (Nekmat & Gonzenbach, 2013), implying that the SoS may still occur in cyberspace
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when the individual perceives a public opinion that is greatly incongruent with his/hers (Kim et
al., 2014).
As social media emerges as a popular online communication forum, researchers have also
extended their focus of the SoS on different social networking sites (SNSs) such as Facebook
(e.g., Gearhart & Zhang, 2014; Neubaum, & Krämer, 2016) and Twitter (e.g., Miyata,
Yamamoto, & Ogawa, 2015). A recent Pew study (Hampton et al., 2014) explored the users’
willingness to discuss Edward Snowden’s leaks about the U.S. government surveillance of the
public on both Facebook and Twitter. The results suggest that these two SNSs did not serve as an
alternative platform for the people who were unwilling to comment on this issue in person, as
only 0.3% of respondents would post opinions on those sites. Also, those users were less likely to
speak out both online and offline when they perceived that their social media peers would
disagree with their viewpoint. In other words, these findings reflect that the two core concepts
determining the SoS—fear of isolation and perception of opinion climate—also apply to SNS
users.
Hampton et al.’s (2014) study draws some implications for SoS research in online
contexts. First off, its focus on the social media reaffirms findings suggesting that a variety of
online environments can promote conversations on public issues. As public issues are more
likely to be exposed and perceived through the reports of news media, a large amount of those
online conversations tend to occur in the discussions about news stories. In fact, news
discussions have become more common these days with the emergence of “online news
comments.” This mechanism represents a type of user-generated content that allows individuals
to address their thoughts under the online news report they just read. Thus, studying online news
comments will provide a more concentrated investigation on the opinion flow—where the SoS
may appear—about a public issue. In addition, such individual opinions can be posted on the
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comment section of a given online news article or attached to the news that is shared to
someone’s social media (e.g., Wu & Atkin, 2017). Focusing on this mechanism, therefore, would
also provide a broader understanding about the phenomenon of SoS in CMC without being
constrained to a particular online platform.
Second, Hampton et al. (2014) reveal that a lack of social support tends to dampen SNS
users’ willingness to express. This finding resonates the effect of reference group back-ups in
reducing the SoS that has been confirmed in the studies on face-to-face (FTF) settings (e.g.,
Glynn & McLeod, 1984; Glynn & Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001). Although Noelle-Neumann
(1984) downplayed the concept of social support in her original formulation, scholars (McQuail
& Windahl, 1993) have identified it as another major factor influencing the phenomenon of the
SoS in addition to the role of oneself and the media (see Figure 1.1.1).
---------- Insert Figure 1.1.1 about here ---------Social support in the context of online news discussion is more complex. It may come
from an individual’s reference group, his/her other interpersonal sources, and also a large number
of congruous viewpoints posted by other commenters. The latter can be labeled as a form of
immediate online support that may in turn provide the individual with an impression of a
favorable opinion climate, which then encourages him/her to express. To substantiate the
influence of such immediate online support, and compare the effects of different sources of
support on the phenomenon of the SoS in cyberspace, a more integrative approach is required.
Third, Hampton et al.’s (2014) evidence of the SoS in social media raises more questions
about individuals’ willingness to be involved in online news discussions. Since the researchers
only examined Facebook and Twitter—two SNSs on which the users, by default, reveal plenty of
personally identifiable information (e.g., username and profile pictures)—the findings fail to be
generalized to what might happen in more anonymous online platforms such as Reddit.
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However, a key characteristic of CMC that promotes more equal participation and unconstrained
expression in online interactions involves the reduction of social presence cues (Siegel,
Dubrovsky, Kiesler, & McGuire, 1986; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991). By implication, the degree of
anonymity that an online environment offers may affect its users’ fear of isolation and their
willingness to speak out when they are engaged in activities such as news discussions. Studying
online news comments helps to uncover these effects as this mechanism is widely applied in
diverse platforms, and the degree of anonymity differs from one to another. Some (e.g.,
Yahoo.com) allow commenters to display a pseudonym attached to their posts, whereas others
(e.g., Facebook) reveal the username that is highly associated with the commenter’s offline
identity. Therefore, incorporating the factor of anonymity will present the examination of the SoS
in discussions on public issues—under the mechanism of online news comments—in a fuller
light.
More importantly, exploring the influence of anonymity on the SoS in cyberspace brings
attention back to the core concept of this classic theory: the fear of isolation. Noelle-Neumann
(1984) argued that it is the social nature of human beings that “causes us to fear separation and
isolation from our fellows and to want to be respected and liked by them” (p. 41). Although she
did not fully explicate the fear of isolation in her original formulation, such fear is regarded as a
static trait-like quality of individuals that “manifests itself in behavior across situations” (Hayes,
Matthes, & Eveland, 2011, p.442). However, when SoS research was extended to cyberspace,
communication contexts (FTF vs. anonymous CMC) were found to moderate the effect of the
fear of isolation on one’s willingness to express (Ho & McLeod, 2008). This finding implies that
the influence of such fear is not the same across different contexts, and, more radically, the
degree of such fear could also vary by context. Thus, a contextual fear of isolation may need to
be further identified and distinguished from the trait-like fear of isolation. Understanding the role
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of this contextual fear of isolation should facilitate the exploration of a new layer of this theory
and provide stronger explanations for the SoS phenomenon in a given context, such as online
news discussions.

1.2. Present Study and Research Purposes
The present study continues the research focus of the SoS in cyberspace and takes a step
further to examine this phenomenon in news discussions with the mechanism of online news
comments. Probing this context, where online users post their viewpoints on the public issues
reported by news stories, recalls SoS theory founder Noelle-Neumann’s investigations on public
opinion. To more appropriately apply this theory from its original FTF settings to CMC, one of
the major goals of this study is to explicate its core concept: the fear of isolation. Specifically,
this study tries to differentiate a contextual fear of isolation from the general, static trait-like fear
of isolation suggested in previous work (e.g., Hayes et al., 2011; Noelle-Neumann, 1984) to shed
light on the unique qualities of online communication and their impacts. Conceptualizing this
contextual fear of being socially isolated is also expected to provide more direct and stronger
explanations for one’s engagement or disengagement in online news discussions.
The second goal of this study aims to analyze the effects of anonymity on individuals’
contextual fear of isolation and, subsequently, their willingness to express in online news
discussions. Stepping upon the established findings (e.g., Gearhart & Zhang, 2014; Hampton et
al., 2014; Ho & McLeod, 2008; Miyata et al., 2015; Neubaum, & Krämer, 2016; Woong Yun &
Park, 2011), this study will empirically manipulate the degrees of online anonymity (high, med,
and low) to test the influence of such differences on the phenomenon of the SoS. This
manipulation corresponds to the current practice of the online news commentary mechanisms as
the degree of anonymity offered varies by medium. It also affords a closer look at the growing
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diversity of anonymity in cyberspace and increases the understanding of this concept and its
impacts on person perception and online behaviors.
Finally, the third goal of this study is to present a model that integrates the factors of the
SoS and their causal relationships in the context of online news discussions. Based on the three
aspects identified in McQuail and Windahl’s (1993) framework of the SoS, this study
investigates the variables that are related to oneself (individual differences), media, and others
(social support) in online news discussions. In terms of social support, both the influences from
one’s reference group (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1984) and the perceived immediate online
support from other commenters are examined. While approaching the media, this study focuses
on one’s perceived opinion dominance via the perception of opinion climate shown by news
media (e.g., Glynn & Park, 1997) and one’s perceived media bias. Furthermore, one’s level of
topical involvement and online privacy concerns are the two variables revealing individual
differences—in addition to the contextual fear of isolation—that this study attempts to explore.
This work is expected not only to demonstrate a more comprehensive picture of the causes and
effects of the SoS in cyberspace, but also enrich the research literature of this classic theory.

1.3. Organization of the Present Study
This dissertation will consist of five chapters. Following the above introduction of research
background and the main goals of this present study, Chapter 2 presents the relevant literature
that fortifies the current investigation. In this chapter, the first section summarizes the
assumptions, main concepts, and primary empirical findings of the SoS theory (NoelleNeumann, 1974; 1984; 1991; 1993), leading to the explication of the core concept: the fear of
isolation. The next sub-section delves into the concept of anonymity in CMC contexts, focusing
particularly on the theoretical approaches and research findings that are related to online social
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interaction. Chapter 2’s third section outlines the scholarly work of social support under the topic
of the SoS, and moves on to incorporate the research of online social support into this review.
The fourth section emphasizes the relationship between mass media and individuals’ perception
of opinion climate argued in the SoS theory, and also covers the studies on the perception of
media bias. Lastly, the fifth section focuses on the demographic indicators and two variables—
issue involvement and online privacy concerns—that indicate individual differences in the
phenomenon of the SoS. Each research hypothesis and question is proposed alongside the
relevant concepts as the literature review progresses.
Chapter 3 details the research design and procedure of this study in the first section,
followed by a description of the research participants, and an introduction of the measures
adopted in this study. The last section of this chapter provides the preliminary results of
measurement, including confirmatory factor analyses, reliability tests, variable correlations, and
collinearity examinations.
Chapter 4 presents the data analyses and results of this study, which consists of hypothesis
testing and research question examinations.
Finally, Chapter 5 addresses theoretical and methodological implications of this study
following a summary of the key findings. Research limitations and recommendations for future
research are then discussed. This dissertation ends with a summary and conclusion of this
investigation on the phenomenon of the SoS in online news discussions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 The Spiral of Silence and the Fear of Isolation
The SoS theory was developed by German researcher Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann in her
studies of public opinion in German political elections (Noelle-Neumann, 1984). She explicated
public opinions as the “attitudes or behaviors one must express in public if one is not to isolate
oneself; in areas of controversy or change, public opinions are those attitudes one can express
without running the danger of isolating oneself” (Noelle-Neumann, 1984, p.178; italics in the
original). In her theory, individuals have the ability not only to sense the opinions of those
around them but also estimate the opinion climate—the relative strength of different viewpoints
(Noelle-Neumann, 1984; 1991). Thus, individuals tend to keep silent in a public setting when
they sense that their views deviate from the majority, and, eventually, all the opinions other than
the dominating one become mute completely (Noelle-Neumann, 1984). She characterized this
phenomenon as a “spiral of silence.”
The following subsection 2.1.1 summarizes the assumptions, main concepts, and empirical
findings of Noelle-Neumann’s work on the SoS theory, and subsection 2.1.2 provides an
explication of the core concept: the fear of isolation.

2.1.1. Summary of the theory
Noelle-Neumann (1993, p. 202) addressed four assumptions of the SoS theory:
1. Society threatens deviant individuals with isolation;
2. Individuals experience fear of isolation continuously;
3. Because of this fear of isolation, individuals are constantly trying to assess the climate of
opinion;
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4. The results of this estimate affect behavior in public, particularly the open expression or
concealment of opinions.
Three fundamental elements could be identified from these assumptions: the fear of
isolation, the climate of opinion, and the willingness to express. Furthermore, the fear of
isolation serves as the core concept in this theory as it “sets the spiral of silence in motion”
(Noelle-Neumann, 1984, p. 6). Noelle-Neumann (1984; 1993) argued that the fear of isolation is
a human motive for being socially recognized by others, analogous to Solomon Asch’s (1951)
research finding that the minority is motivated to yield to the dominating opinion under the
pressure of group conformity. However, some radical differences between these two scholarly
works are noteworthy (also see Glynn & McLeod, 1985). For instance, Asch focused on group
pressure, and his experiments required the participants to fulfill the same task by turns in front of
each other. On the other hand, Noelle-Neumann investigated opinion expressions on public
issues in a more natural and interpersonal scenario. Therefore, unlike Asch’s observations
showing that the minority modifies their judgments to fit in the majority, the SoS theory does not
assume an opinion change as a result of the fear of isolation. Rather, it asserts that this motive
drives individuals to estimate the climate of opinion. More detailed conceptual discussion about
the fear of isolation will be continued in subsection 2.1.2.
The second fundamental element, the climate of opinion, refers to the existence,
distribution, and relative strength of different opinions on a public issue in the society. NoelleNeumann (1974) used the term “climate” to describe the dynamic nature of opinions that,
developing with time, some views are dominating and some others are declining. More
importantly, Noelle-Neumann argued that individuals have the “quasi-statistical” ability to
capture the rise-and-fall of opinions on a public issue, and the result is relatively consistent with
the findings from national polls (see Noelle-Neumann, 1984, p.15). This perception of the
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opinion climate—through one’s personal observation and media reception—is the crux of her
theory for two reasons. First, the perceived opinion climate serves to orient the individuals
toward understanding whether their views deviate from the dominating view or not. Second,
perceived opinion climate guides the individuals to estimate the risk of being socially isolated if
they speak their views out in public.
The quasi-statistical ability is one of the controversies in the SoS theory that draw scholarly
critiques. Some researchers (e.g., Berelson, Lazarsfeld, & McPhee, 1954; Fields & Schuman,
1976; Salmon & Kline, 1985) pointed out the evidence of a poor match between individuals’
perceptions of the public opinion and the public’s actual opinion, warning that one’s subjective
perception of reality may just be his/her projection of how the reality should be. Such projection
effects could result in an even more distortive perception of the opinion climate when the factor
of media reception—particularly through the lens of a person’s selective exposure—is also
considered. This implies that such a quasi-statistical sense does not provide a precise opinion
climate of an issue.
However, tracing back to Noelle-Neumann’s original articulations, it is not how accurate
someone’s quasi-statistical ability could reflect the opinion climate in reality that the SoS theory
focuses on. Instead, this theory concerns how likely this person tends to withhold his/her view in
public due to a fear of being socially isolated when this person perceives his/her view to be less
favorable in the opinion climate sensed by his/her quasi-statistical ability. In other words, one
benefit of studying the SoS phenomenon is to investigate the behavioral outcome of one’s
perceived discrepancy between one’s own opinion and his/her perceived public opinion. An
individual’s perception and projection of reality are always more or less distorted, but such
distortion does not impede the examination of one’s judgments and the subsequent reactions
resulting from that perception and projection. In addition to suspecting the accuracy of human’s
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quasi-statistical ability, other critiques recall the impacts of reference groups (e.g., Glynn &
McLeod, 1985) and a more complex influence of mass media (e.g., Merten, 1985; Salmon &
Kline, 1985) on individuals’ perception of the opinion climate that Noelle-Neumann failed to
have fully uncovered in her theory. These issues will be further discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4,
respectively.
On the third element of the SoS theory, the willingness to express, Noelle-Neumann
assumed that it is determined by one’s assessment on the discrepancy between one’s own
opinion and the perceived public opinion. She hypothesized that an individual is more willing to
express his/her view when it is aligned with the dominant opinion. On the contrary, the
individual tends to keep silent when his/her view is perceived to be incongruous. NoelleNeumann (1984) also noted that an opinion can be expressed in multiple ways (e.g., verbally,
written language, body language, and the use of objects), although oral communication is most
commonly tested for one’s willingness to express. Evidence was found in supporting this causal
relationship in a large number of her studies, such as a 1972 survey of which a question inquired
about the Chancellor of West Germany, Willy Brandt (Noelle-Neumann, 1974; 1984; 1993). The
results indicated that, in an opinion climate that favors Brandt, a higher percentage of Brandt’s
opponents (56%) were unwilling to enter into a conversation about Brandt than Brandt’s
supporters (42%).
Researchers outside of Germany measured individuals’ perceived congruency with the
opinion climate to understand its influence on one’s willingness to express, but mixed results
were found. For example, this influence was supported by Willnat’s (1996) study on Hong Kong
citizens’ opinion expression on the issue of the Sino-British dispute over Hong Kong’s political
future. However, Moy et al. (2001) found that willingness to express was only influenced when
one’s opinion was congruous with the opinion climate of one’s friends and family. Willnat, Lee
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and Detenber’s (2002) case study in Singapore revealed that it was the respondents who opposed
the majority view that tended be publicly outspoken about equal rights for homosexuals. These
inconsistent findings should not be recognized as intrinsic refutations of Noelle-Neumann’s
theory. Instead, they indicate that with growing scholarly interests in this phenomenon, more
factors (e.g., cultural difference, levels of the opinion climate, and types of topic) that influence
the SoS have been identified. In fact, Noelle-Neumann (1974) herself also acknowledged that
one’s willingness to express is moderated by some demographic differences, including sex, age,
occupation, income, and residence. This suggests a more thorough explanation of one’s reaction
towards the public opinions on an issue, and reminds us that the possible indicators that ought to
be considered when applying the SoS theory to a new communication context such as online
news discussions.

2.1.2. The fear of isolation: A concept explication
The fear of isolation is the core concept in SoS theory. Noelle-Neumann (1991; 1993)
assumed that this fear is fueled by societal conformity pressures that threaten individuals with
being alienated from the majority as an undesirable consequence. Furthermore, she argued that
one of the forms that practice the threat of social pressure is public opinion. She regarded public
opinion as social control, suggesting that public opinion ensures “a sufficient level of consensus
within society on the community’s values and goals” (Noelle-Neumann, 1993, p. 229). In other
words, people who hold a viewpoint deviant from the public opinion on an issue tend to
experience a social pressure to conform, or, a threat of isolation.
Noelle-Neumann conducted a study about German public opinion on nuclear energy in
1989. Her results demonstrated that the respondents were aware of the opinion climate, in which
the supporters of nuclear energy encountered a strong threat of isolation. This survey included a
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scenario of a public meeting, where a speaker advocates nuclear energy and the other one
opposes it. The scenario continues with one of the speakers being booed by the audience. The
respondents were asked which speaker they thought was booed. The finding shows that the
majority of the sample (72%) assumed that it was the advocator of nuclear energy that was
heckled by the crowd (Noelle-Neumann, 1991).
In Noelle-Neumann’s assumptions, the fear of isolation is the response from individuals to
the societal threat of isolation. This contradicts some critical values such as autonomy,
liberalism, and democracy, provoking challenges from American scholars when the SoS theory
was introduced to the United States. Researchers identified some positive motives for social
conformity, alternative to Noelle-Neumann’s dreadful implication: fear. For instance, Salmon
and Kline (1985) applied bandwagon effects to explain that individuals who assess the opinion
climate could be motivated to be aligned with the winner’s side or the majority. Glynn and
McLeod (1985) also pointed out the need for approval as a motive that influences one’s
willingness to express. Noelle-Neumann (1985) responded that positive motives and positive
sanctions may encourage some conformist behaviors, but they are not sufficient to prompt most
members of a community to strive for conformity. On the other hand, she argued that—by
referring to American Sociologist Edward Ross’s work—it is the negative sanctions (e.g., laws,
penalties, and social isolation) that motivate people in general to conform. She also cited Charles
Darwin’s discussion on the emotion of embarrassment, which indicates that individuals have the
social nature to consider how they are perceived by the outside world and desire a favorable
impression to prevent themselves being negatively viewed or treated (Noelle-Neumann, 1993).
The perspectives from sociology and biology provide justification for the fear of isolation,
yet its conceptualization is still problematic. Noelle-Neumann (1984; 1993) defined the fear of
isolation as a human motive for assessing the opinion climate of public issues. Moreover, she
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assumed that “[i]ndividuals experience fear of isolation continuously” (Noelle-Neumann, 1991,
p. 260), implying that this motive is the same to everyone in the society and is stable across
situations. However, she admitted that there are some people who belong to the minority but
remain willing to speak up. Although their role was largely neglected from her SoS theory, the
“Avant-garde” and the “hard core”– Noelle-Neumann (1984, p. 170) labeled them—actually
represent the individuals who tend to have a lower level of fear of isolation. It is therefore fair to
reason that among those who feel fearful of social isolation, a given individual’s level of fear
may not be identical. Applying this approach of individual differences not only more accurately
reflects humankind, but it also promotes an understanding of the extent to which fear of isolation
motivates one’s estimation of the opinion climate, and, subsequently, affects the SoS
phenomenon.
Since the fear of isolation tends to be a function of individual difference, the next question
asks whether such fear also fluctuates by situation. Hayes et al. (2011) categorized two research
approaches in the SoS literature: one treats the fear of isolation as a stable, trait-like
characteristic of individuals, while the other argues that this human motive may vary by context.
Noelle-Neumann conceptualized little on this issue in her original formulation, but it can be
speculated that she would probably attribute this motive to the stable, trait-like quality of
individuals. The most direct evidence underpins her assumptions for the SoS theory, in which she
argued that the experience of such fear is incessant (Noelle-Neumann, 1991). To support her
arguments, moreover, she demonstrated her research findings that associate the fear of isolation
with the SoS on various issues, such as political party affiliation, smoking in the presence of
nonsmokers, attitude toward abortion, and nuclear energy (see Noelle-Neumann, 1984; 1991).
This indicates that she would argue that such a fear may occur to people across different
situations.
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It would be more efficient to answer this question by learning how Noelle-Neumann
measured the respondents’ fear of isolation. However, since she regarded this concept as a part of
her assumptions, little evidence, if any, showed that she actually measured it in her studies (Price
& Allen, 1990; Shoemaker, Breen, & Stamper, 2000). Although this also suggests that she
viewed individuals’ experience of such fear as universal and constant, the lack of measurement
of the fear of isolation is not merely a methodological issue. This research reveals a weak
conceptualization of this core concept that provides vague support without empirical evidence
for Noelle-Neumann’s presumptive arguments. Also, such lack of measurement impedes a clear,
common understanding of this concept at both the conceptual and the operational levels that
would serve as the foundation to foster intellectual improvements upon the SoS theory.
The inconsistent measures of the fear of isolation used by researchers for each of their SoS
related studies (see Hayes et al., 2011 for a detailed discussion) illustrate a part of the result of
such a weak conceptualization. Hayes et al. (2011) recently constructed a trait-oriented scale for
the fear of isolation, although numerous studies have measured this concept from the trait-like
approach (e.g., Ho & MaLeod, 2008: Moy et al., 2001; Scheufele, Shanahan, & Lee, 2001). On
the other hand, some measures are tailored specifically for the purpose of study (e.g., Glynn &
Park, 1997; Lin & Salwen, 1997; Nekmat & Gonzenbach, 2013). In Nekmat and Gonzenbach’s
(2013) study of online forums, for instance, the researchers measured the fear of isolation by
asking questions such as “I worry about being isolated if people disagree with me in online
conversations” (p. 744). The design of this measure indicated that individuals’ fear of isolation is
operationalized as a contextual fear that is aroused by either the communication channel or the
conversation topic. Even in Noelle-Neumann’s own SoS research, the findings of individual
studies could only substantiate that the people who withheld their opinions did so due to the fear
of being isolated from others in that specific communication context (e.g., a conversation on
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political party affiliation with a stranger during a five-hour long train ride).
Despite the fact that there is a substantial amount of research examining the fear of isolation
from either the trait-like or the context-based approach, this divergence does not seem to disturb
researchers much. This might be because the communication contexts were relatively
homogenous before the SoS researchers extended their focus to cyberspace. Both the “field
experiments” using hypothetical scenarios (e.g., Noelle-Neumann, 1984; 1993) and the survey
research measuring one’s general tendency of the fear of isolation (e.g., Glynn & Park, 1997;
Scheufele et al., 2001) ask the respondents about their experience that takes place in a FTF, nonmediated condition. However, when CMC started to be considered in this research topic, the
communication contexts became more heterogeneous. Research on the characteristics of CMC
including reduced social presence cues (e.g., Siegel et al., 1986; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991),
asynchronicity (e.g., Black, Levin, Mehan, & Quinn, 1983), and visual anonymity (e.g., Lea &
Spears, 1992) has identified their significant impacts on individuals’ perceptions and interactions
online.
Evidence such as “flaming” (Kiesler, Seigel, & McGuire, 1984; Lea, Spears & de Groot,
2001) also shows how human emotions tend to be affected by some characteristics of online
contexts and then result in more uninhibited behaviors in cyberspace. In terms of the fear of
isolation, Ho and McLeod (2008) substantiated that its influence on one’s willingness to express
was moderated by communication contexts. To be specific, the difference in willingness to
express between the individuals with a low fear and those with a high fear is smaller in the
anonymous CMC condition than that in the FTF condition. Furthermore, the respondents with a
high fear in the FTF condition also showed less willingness to express their views than those in
the anonymous CMC condition, implying that one’s level of fear of isolation could vary by
context. To verify this postulate, more investigations on the fear of isolation from a context-
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based approach are indispensable.
The context-based approach and the stable, trait-like approach all explain some crucial
facets of the fear of isolation and are not intrinsically incompatible. To attain a more thorough
conceptualization of the fear of isolation, including these two approaches may be essential and
practical. An example is McCroskey’s (1977) conceptualization of communication apprehension
(CA)—“an individual’s level of fear or anxiety associated with either real or anticipated
communication with another person or persons” (p. 78). It was originally constructed in a trait
perspective but revised later to encompass both trait and situational views (McCroskey, 1977;
1983). One of the categories branching out of the trait CA is the generalized-context CA (e.g.,
group discussion, dyadic conversation, and public speaking), which is defined as “a relatively
enduring, personality type orientation toward communication in a given type of context”
(McCroskey, 1982, p. 147). Adopting this model to the concept of the fear of isolation, a
contextual fear of isolation can be constructed for a relatively enduring fear of being socially
isolated by others that an individual experiences in a given type of context.
Based on the above arguments, both of the contextual fear of isolation and the static, traitlike fear of isolation represent the fear of isolation in different aspects. Thus, the current study
hypothesizes:
H1: The contextual fear of isolation is positively related to the static, trait-like fear of
isolation.
In addition, as studies on the SoS phenomenon generally support that the fear of isolation is
a negative predictor of one’s willingness to express (Glynn & Park, 1997; Ho & McLeod, 2008;
Lin & Salwen, 1997; Matthes et al., 2012; Moy et al., 2001; Noelle-Neumann, 1984; 1993;
Scheufele et al., 2001), this study posits the second hypothesis:
H2: The contextual fear of isolation negatively predicts willingness to express in online
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news discussions.
Moreover, due to a lack of research that simultaneously examines the influences of the
static, trait-like fear of isolation and the context-based fear of isolation on the SoS phenomenon,
this study addresses the following research question:
RQ1: Is the contextual fear of isolation a stronger predictor of willingness to express in
online news discussions than the static, trait-like fear of isolation?

2.2. Anonymity in CMC
Existing theories and studies have provided plentiful definitions of anonymity, indicating
the complex nature of this concept. Anonymous (1998)—the pseudonym used by Craig R.
Scott—explained anonymity as “the degree to which a communicator perceives the message
source is unknown and unspecified” (p. 387). Moreover, he emphasized two important qualities
of anonymity. First, anonymity should be regarded as a continuum. That is, the message source
may be fully anonymous, fully identified, or anonymous—to some extent—between these two
poles. Second, in spite of the external conditions made for anonymity (e.g., a phone app that
encrypts one’s actual phone number and manipulates the caller’s voice and tone), the
interactants’ perception of such anonymity, or the perceived anonymity, is more influential to
their communication behaviors.
Research on CMC generally regards anonymity as an important factor that influences online
human interactions. This section reviews the relevant scholarly works on anonymity in CMC
from two perspectives. Subsection 2.2.1 delves into the perspective of reduced-social-presence
cues that is suggested by researchers at Carnegie-Mellon University (e.g., Kiesler et al., 1984;
Sproull & Kiesler, 1986). On the other hand, subsection 2.2.2 examines the findings from the
approach of the social identity model of deindividuation effects, or SIDE model (e.g., Lea &
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Spears, 1991; Spears & Lea, 1992), to capture more nuances of the construct of anonymity.

2.2.1. Reduced social presence cues and anonymity
In their findings that compare CMC to FTF interactions, scholars (e.g., Siegel et al., 1986;
Sproull & Kiesler, 1986) argued that the former filter out a variety of crucial social context cues
of the individuals involved, such as their appearance, nonverbal behaviors, and geographic
locations. The absence of these social context cues increases a user’s perceived anonymity of
their counterpart in CMC, particularly the physical and visual aspects. Since individuals rely
heavily on social context cues to orient and adjust their interaction with each other, such social
norms tend to be undermined in the settings where anonymity is highly perceived (Dubrovsky,
Kiesler, & Sethna, 1991; Sproull & Kiesler, 1986).
Several social psychological impacts of CMC with reduced social presence cues have been
identified in small-group and organizational communication (Kiesler et al., 1984; Lea & Spears,
1991; Spears & Lea, 1992). First, it is argued that CMC users encounter more difficulties to
coordinate with each other since only fewer types and amounts of cues can be based on in their
message exchange. Second, CMC blurs the unequal status between the superior and the
subordinate in FTF interactions, reflecting a decrease in social-normative influence. Studies (e.g.,
Dubrovsky et al., 1991; Siegel et al., 1986) substantiated that the effect of status inequality on
member participation is significantly reduced in the CMC group compared to the FTF group.
Third, Kiesler et al. (1984) suggested that a higher level of perceived anonymity tends to cloak
the salience of personality and culture clues, fostering individuals’ feeling of depersonalization.
Finally, such depersonalization results in reduced self-regulation and self-awareness in
cyberspace, comparable to the concept of deindividuation that argues the loss of one’s individual
identity and erosion of social constraints when that person submerge him/herself in a group or
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crowd (Festinger, Pepitone, & Newcomb, 1952; Zimbardo, 1969).
A major behavioral outcome caused by these social psychological impacts of perceived
anonymity in CMC involves uninhibited expressive behaviors (Siegel et al., 1986; Sproull &
Kiesler, 1991). Evidence was found in a substantial number of studies comparing FTF and CMC
group discussions (e.g., Kiesler, Zubrow, & Geller, 1985; Siegel et al., 1986; Sproull & Kiesler,
1986). For instance, Sproull and Kiesler’s (1986) study on the organization employees’ e-mails
in the workplace uncovers three types of uninhibited expressions, namely profanity, willingness
to deliver negative information, and non-work-related social communication. The profanity and
other hostile expressions of strong emotions are also termed as “flaming,” which represents one
of the deleterious phenomena caused by the influence of perceived anonymity (Lea, O’Shea,
Fung, & Spears, 1992). Sproull and Kiesler (1986) showed that the employees in their study
recalled seeing flaming in e-mails eight times more than experiencing them in their FTF
conversations per month.
However, the uninhibited behaviors are not always negative. Suler (2004) illustrated
examples of the “benign disinhibition,” such as the exchange of secret emotions and wishes,
attributing it partly to perceived anonymity that makes people feel less vulnerable in online selfdisclosure. A similar view was also suggested by researchers in their studies on online social
support, indicating that participants feel more free to discuss the problems that are rather risky to
be shared in FTF contexts (e.g., Walther & Boyd, 2002; Wright, 2000). Moreover, Lea et al.
(1992) underscored the factors of group norms and social identity that contribute to the
occurrence of flaming. From the perspective of social influence, they argued that flaming is
rather context-dependent and relatively uncommon in CMC (see subsection 2.2.2 for more
discussion on the SIDE model). Therefore, regardless the valence of messages, it is fair to argue
that the findings of uninhibited behaviors demonstrate that perceived anonymity in CMC
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encourages individuals’ expressions of some, if not all, socially undesirable topics and/or
emotions.
Adopting the perspective of reduced-social-presence-cues, Ho and McLeod (2008)
compared the phenomenon of the SoS in FTF interaction to that in an anonymous CMC context
on the topic of same-sex marriage. The results support the previous findings by showing that the
CMC setting predicts a greater level of willingness to express oneself. In addition, the core
concept of the SoS theory—the (stable, trait-like) fear of isolation—was found to be a negative
predictor. The fear of isolation can be understood as an individual’s psychological reaction to the
social norm of conformity. We assume the validity of past work indicating that perceived
anonymity in CMC increases an individual’s sense of deindividuation, which weakens the
impacts of social norms and the awareness of self-identity (e.g., Kiesler et al., 1984; Siegel et al.,
1986; Sproull & Kiesler, 1986). To wit, one’s fear of isolation—at least such fear in this given
CMC context—may be reduced.
Thus, integrating the above theoretical implications and previous findings, this study
proposes the following hypotheses:
H3: In online news discussions, perceived anonymity negatively predicts the contextual fear
of isolation.
H4: Perceived anonymity positively predicts willingness to express in online news
discussions.

2.2.2. SIDE model and anonymity
The SIDE model also focuses on deindividuation, but scholars (e.g., Lea & Spears, 1991;
Spears & Lea, 1992) argued that this social psychological impact of anonymity in CMC may
foster group norms and the participants’ social identity in online interactions. Based on social
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identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) and self-categorization theory (Turner, Hogg, Oakes,
Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987), Spears and Lea (1992) highlighted two contradictory identities that
may be elicited in CMC: personal (self) identity and social (group) identity. Due to physical
isolation and visual anonymity in CMC, online group members tend to experience a sense of
deindividuation and rely on the reduced social context cues (e.g., social categorical information)
to interact with each other. Thus, when members perceive more salient cues of the group that
they have in common (e.g., having similar interests or concerns), their social identity gets
enhanced and the normative behaviors within the group increase. On the other hand, if those
members’ personal identity is more salient than their social identity (e.g., having a strong opinion
that deviates from others’), their individuality is then strengthened and they adhere more firmly
to personal norms and standards.
The empirical findings (Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears, Lea, & Lee, 1990) support the SIDE
model by revealing that when the participants experience deindividuation, those with a salient
group identity demonstrate a greater “group polarization”—a shift towards the group norms from
their personal standards—than those who are prone to a salient personal identity. However, the
participants undergoing deindividuation did not show more uninhibited behaviors, challenging
the Carnegie-Mellon researchers’ arguments of a negative behavioral disinhibition caused by
anonymity in CMC. Therefore, it is suggested that deindividuation does not absolutely result in
the irrational, deleterious behaviors such as flaming. Rather, from the perspective of the SIDE
model, flaming can be seen as a special case resulting from deindividuation in which this
uninhibited behavior is accepted in the group norms shared with the group members who possess
an enhanced social identity (Lea et al., 1992).
The experimental design for testing the SIDE model draws some implications about
anonymity in CMC. The scholars (e.g., Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears et al., 1990; Spears & Lea,
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1992) accentuated visual anonymity and physical isolation as two elements that contribute to
deindividuation. To operationalize it in their studies, two conditions were created. In the
deindividuation condition, the participants engaged in CMC were assigned in separate rooms to
ensure that they were physically isolated from each other. In the individuation condition, on the
other hand, the participants were seated in the same location and faced each other throughout
their online discussion. Such presence or co-presence of individuals is termed as “identifiability”
(Reicher, Spears, & Postmes, 1995).
Although identifiability is generally applied to contrast visual anonymity in the experiments
of the SIDE model, Spears and Lea (1994) further suggested that identifiability and (visual)
anonymity are more than merely two sides of the same coin. They argued that the former refers
to one’s level of anonymity to others, whereas the latter indicates others’ level of anonymity to
oneself. Anonymous (1998) later encompassed these two concepts under the broader construct of
anonymity. In his typology, identifiability is “self-anonymity,” while the anonymity labeled by
Spears and Lea (1994) can be seen as “other-anonymity.” In spite of the terminological
disagreements among scholars, such differentiation reminds the subtleties of anonymity that are
especially useful when examining today’s diversified CMC contexts.
For instance, Rössler and Schulz (2014) used self- and other-anonymity as two dimensions
in their categorization of online activities. Interaction in anonymous online forums belongs to the
quadrant of high self-anonymity and high other-anonymity, while viewing other people’s SNS
profiles falls in the quadrant of high self-anonymity and low other-anonymity. Moreover, posting
articles on one’s own blog to the public represents an activity in the quadrant of low selfanonymity and high other-anonymity, whereas chatting with a friend on SNSs fits in the quadrant
of low self-anonymity and low other-anonymity. Such differentiation between self- and otheranonymity underlines the nuances to be identified when examining an individual’s perceived
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anonymity.
In addition to the two types of communicator-oriented anonymity, one’s perceived
anonymity may also be affected by the degree of anonymity that a CMC medium affords. In the
context of online news discussions, the mechanism of online news comments is widely applied
in diverse platforms, which provide various degrees of anonymity. Some (e.g., Yahoo.com) allow
commenters to display a pseudonym attached to their posts, whereas others (e.g., Facebook)
reveal the username that is highly associated with the commenter’s offline identity. However, not
much research has been done to explore either (a) variance in anonymity in this CMC context, or
(b) its effects on the individuals engaged in it.
Therefore, to incorporate the different types of anonymity suggested above into the current
examination, this study addresses the following research questions:
RQ2: In online news discussions, what is the relative magnitude of influence among the
three types of perceived anonymity (i.e., self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform
anonymity) on the contextual fear of isolation?
RQ3: What is the relative magnitude of influence among the three types of perceived
anonymity (i.e., self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform anonymity) on willingness to
express in online news discussions?

2.3. The Effects of Mass Media on the SoS Phenomenon
In her SoS theory, Noelle-Neumann (1991; 1993) argued that individuals’ fear of isolation is
fueled by a societal level of conformity pressure. A dominant form of such pressure is public
opinions, and individuals perceive the opinion climates mainly from their direct observations or
mass media. In her study on the 1976 federal election opinion polls, the results revealed a
significant discrepancy of the perceived winning party between the frequent viewers and the
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light viewers of political TV broadcasts. She attributed it to a recent change of the voting climate
circulated in mass media that might be neglected by those light viewers. Noelle-Neumann
highlighted the significant influences of media—particularly the televised news outlets—on
audience impression formation, calling back researchers’ attention to the “powerful effects” of
mass media (Noelle-Neumann, 1973). Despite the scholarly debates on her claims of media
power, media influence has become a major subject in the examinations of the SoS phenomenon.
This section focuses on the role of mass media in the SoS theory. Subsection 2.3.1 reviews
Noelle-Neumann’s arguments of media effects, the scholarly critiques and feedback, and some
empirical findings of the media influences on the SoS phenomenon. Furthermore, subsection
2.3.2 introduces another long developed concept, the hostile media perception (HMP), which
explains individuals’ perception of media content in the situations where the mediated
information goes against their views. Following a summary of its main ideas and the key
findings, a potential linkage tying the HMP and the SoS phenomenon is then suggested.

2.3.1. Arguments, critiques, and clarifications of the media influences in the SoS theory
Noelle-Neumann comprehensively discussed her arguments on mass media effects in her
article “Return to the concept of the powerful media effect” (Noelle-Neumann, 1973). Her
viewpoint challenged the limited media effects paradigm in communication research that
emphasizes the influences of interpersonal communication and individuals’ selective perception
of favored information (McQuail, 2014). Based on the results of content analyses and surveys,
she suggested three features of mass media that contribute to the powerful effects: omnipresence,
cumulation, and consonance (Noelle-Neumann, 1973). First, omnipresence, or ubiquity, refers to
the tremendous capability of mass media that broadcasts the opinion climate of a given issue to
the public. It enables individuals to compare the discrepancy between the public opinion and
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their own views. Second, cumulation describes the influences of a long-term, repetitive exposure
of media content. Applying longitudinal surveys to observe individuals’ attitude change on a
given public issue, Noelle-Neumann was able to examine the results in association with the
movements of the opinion climate reported by mass media. This combination allows researchers
to estimate the effects of media cumulation, which the proponents of selective perception
theories fail to identify in their one-shot experiments or cross-sectional surveys. Finally,
consonance indicates a similar set of news selection criteria and a common process of news
production shared by newsrooms of different media that breed an unrealistically congruent view
on a given topic. Among these three features, Noelle-Neumann argued that consonance not only
represents the foremost power of mass media on the audience’s opinion formation, but it also
plays a crucial role to reduce the influence of individuals’ selective perception.
Noelle-Neumann’s arguments of the powerful media effect led to widespread scholarly
debates after her SoS theory was translated into English. The consonance phenomenon that she
depicted in the news media particularly suffers critiques from U.S. researchers. Some criticisms
addressed the national or societal differences of media systems between West Germany and the
U.S. (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1985; Katz, 1981; Price & Allen, 1990; Salmon & Kline, 1985).
They pointed out that media consonance does not reflect the situation in a pluralistic society such
as the U.S. Rather, the American mass media consists of different forms and channels that cater
to diverse political views (Salmon & Kline, 1985). In this case, therefore, assuming that
audiences exposed to different news outlets reporting on a public issue all perceive that a unified
mediated opinion climate is intrinsically questionable. Extending from such national or societal
differences, some researchers recommended paying additional attention to other social agents
that may exert significant influence on individuals’ opinion perception in a pluralistic society. It
was then that the roles of reference groups and sub-social systems, such as communities, came
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into play (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1985; Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan, 1996). More discussions
about the interpersonal and group influences on the SoS phenomenon are reviewed in section
2.4.
Noelle-Neumann’s empirical evidence for the powerful media effects model is also
problematic (also see Salmon & Kline, 1985). Some examples of her field tests included only
suppositions of the influence of media consonance without statistical support. For instance, on
the issue of capital punishment, she noted “[t]he question poses itself why in 1971, with a de
facto fifty-fifty distribution of supporters and opponents of capital punishment, a clear relative
majority believes that most people are against the death penalty. We may assume that a
consonant attitude of the mass media, which are generally opposed to capital punishment, could
be the reason” (Noelle-Neumann, 1973, p.96).
Moreover, even if the influence of mass media on individuals’ perceived opinion climate
was as powerful as she suggested, her survey results did not reveal a unified perception of the
public opinion among the participants. In another example on the issue of the treaties with East
Germany, Noelle-Neumann’s (1984; 1993) findings indicate that, among the supporters of the
treaties, the largest portion (49%) thought the majority was in line with their opinions. However,
it was also the largest portion of the opponents (57%) that thought the majority went against the
treaties.
Furthermore, the case of the 1976 federal election opinion polls (Noelle-Neumann, 1984;
1993) was one of the few examples demonstrating that the media influence was measured. It was
operationalized as the frequency of individuals’ political TV broadcast exposure, but some
potential confounding factors such as the respondents’ party affiliation did not seem to be
considered. Thus, it is fair to argue that neither the influence of the dominant view broadcasted
by mass media on a given issue nor a causal link between the mediated view and individuals’
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perception of the opinion climate have been substantially uncovered in Noelle-Neumann’s
research.
Regardless of the above theoretical and methodological issues, the role of mass media in the
SoS phenomenon continues to generate intense scholarly interest. Various approaches have been
employed to identify the influences of mass media. One primary path investigates individuals’
media use, which consists of their frequency of media exposure and level of media attention.
This measure receives some support in predicting one’s willingness to express (e.g., Moy et al.,
2001; Scheufele et al., 2001). However, when splitting these two components of media use,
Lasorsa (1991) found that only the level of attention to the media was predictive of one’s
political outspokenness. On the other hand, mixed results were shown among the studies testing
the prediction of individuals’ media exposure (e.g., Matthes, Morrison, & Schemer, 2010;
Willnat et al., 2002), implying that this variable may be less adequate in reflecting the influence
of mass media. Another approach measures people’s perception of the prevailing mediated
opinion climate (Lin & Salwen, 1997). The researchers found that individuals were more willing
to speak their views in public when they perceived the dominant media climate to be in favor of
them. In addition, numerous studies (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1985; Lasorsa, 1991; Moy et al.,
2002; Willnat, 1996; Willnat et al., 2002) also tried to differentiate the influences of various
media channels such as television, newspapers, and magazines. The findings identified some
significant results, but failed to point out a common medium that exerts a stronger predictive
effect than others. This dynamic is probably due to the differences of communication contexts
and topics.
Studies employing these approaches generally reveal the influences of mass media on one’s
willingness to express, clarifying the role of media in the SoS phenomenon. Although media
serves as a crucial indicator of one’s opinion expressions, it may be more complex to explain
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how the media influences function than simply applying Noelle-Neumann’s arguments of the
powerful media features. For instance, some of the above research demonstrates the subtle
differences between individuals’ time spent on media (the frequency of exposure) and their
attention paid to media (the level of attention). This nuance indicates that even mass media is
ubiquitous, as Noelle-Neumann suggested, its effects tend to be moderated by how long and how
much the individuals are engaged in. This suggests that the individuals are more or less active in
their media use.
In line with this assumption of the active audience (McQuail, Blumler, & Brown, 1972;
Rubin, 2009), it is also likely that individuals selectively expose themselves to some media
content but not others. As scholars (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1985; Katz, 1981; Salmon & Kline,
1985) argued that in a pluralistic society media contents seldom represent a single view on a
public issue, using mass media to shape a homogeneous perception of an opinion climate is
nearly impossible. Therefore, individuals’ perception of the mediated public opinion is not theone-and-only dominant view determined by the media consonance. Rather, it is the dominant
opinion broadcasted by the media that people elect to be exposed to.
Since the SoS theory mainly discusses individuals’ willingness to engage in opinion
expression as a response to their perceived opinion climate for a public issue, the above
clarifications of the media influences do not contradict Noelle-Neumann’s assumptions.
Moreover, this elective use of media content and the “filtered” perceived opinion dominance
provide a valid explanation on why Noelle-Neumann’s (1973) example—the treaties with the
East—did not reveal a unified opinion climate perceived among the two sides of the participants.
It is likely that the supporters and the opponents of the treaties selectively exposed themselves to
different media content and then perceived dissimilar opinion climates. Most importantly, these
clarifications of the media influences offer empirical evidence for the SoS theory by
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demonstrating that individuals are more willing to publicly express their opinion when they
perceive a favorable mediated opinion climate (e.g., Lin & Salwen, 1997).
The mechanism of online news comments is a combination of media (reports) and
discussion forums (comments). Thus, viewers not only perceive an opinion climate from the
comments, but a news article may also influence their perception of what the dominant opinion
is. The latter is particularly probable when the article is about the results of an opinion poll.
Based on the above clarifications and conceptualization of media influences in the SoS
phenomenon, this study posits:
H5: Perceived opinion congruity with the media-reported dominant opinion positively
predicts willingness to express in online news discussions.

2.3.2. Perceived media biases and hostility
As the SoS theory argues that individuals tend to remain silent when their views deviate
from the perceived mediated public opinion, another research perspective focuses on the
individuals’ perception of the news media in such incongruous situations. According to Vallone,
Ross, and Lepper (1985), when individuals are highly involved with an issue— and find that the
media coverage contradicts their opinions—they think that media is hostile and biased. This
phenomenon is termed the hostile media perception, or HMP. It was first substantiated in the
authors’ examination of the partisan views of the media coverage of the massacre in Beirut,
Lebanon in 1982. Other studies also found support of the HMP phenomenon in a variety of
partisan groups (e.g., Christen, Kannaovakun, & Gunther, 2002; Gunther & Schmitt, 2004).
Vallone et al. (1985) identified the cognitive and perceptual mechanisms that activate
individuals’ HMP. First, cognitively the partisans are driven to believe that the truth is either
“largely black or largely white” (p. 584). Therefore, they tend to criticize the credibility and
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objectivity of the media coverage when it depicts the truth to be at somewhere in the middle.
Then, through a perceptual distortion, both sides of the partisan debate are convinced that the
coverage they perceived is highly skewed from the unmediated truth and favoring their
counterpart. These two mechanisms not only stimulate the partisans’ HMP, but also imply that
the HMP may be aroused even when the media coverage is, in fact, neutral.
Although early studies concentrate on partisans’ HMP, researchers (Gunther, Christen,
Liebhart, & Chia, 2001) later argued that this perception does not only obtain for those highly
involved individuals. For instance, Gunther and Christen’s (2002) study used a national sample
to demonstrate that the HMP was pervasive in the general population for some topics (i.e., the
potential health hazards from radon gas and the physician-assisted suicide). Therefore, it is more
proper to view the HMP as a continuum in which the people with a higher level of HMP tend to
perceive the media coverage opposing their views as more biased than those with lower HMP
(Gunther & Chia, 2001; Gunther & Christen, 2002).
Since the HMP describes how individuals attribute the incongruity between their own and
the mediated opinions towards an issue, their reactions to such unfavorable media coverage
trigger scholarly interests. Researchers found that when media content piques the viewers’
negative emotions such as anger, contempt, and resentment, those with higher HMP are
motivated to be more willing to engage in various activities that involve discourse (Hwang, Pan,
& Sun, 2008). These activities include attending public forums on that issue, volunteering for
groups they supported, searching for more relevant information, and talking with people who had
a shared or opposing view with them. Similarly, Rojas (2010) argued that the higher HMP
Columbians tended to express their opinions in both online and offline public spheres. These
results indicate that one’s level of HMP predicts that person’s willingness or real actions of
his/her opinion expression.
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Applying the HMP to the study of public opinion, this concept would become an interesting
contrast to Noelle-Neumann’s SoS theory (Schulz & Rössler, 2012). That is, when individuals
perceive their opinions to be deviant from the mediated public opinion, these two scholarly
thoughts suggest divergent predictions. On the one hand, the SoS theory argues that these
individuals are prone to withhold their opinions and remain silent if they have a higher level of
fear of isolation. On the other hand, the HMP proposes that those people tend to speak out when
they feel the mediated opinion is highly hostile or biased. In other words, the HMP depicts
audiences’ resistance towards the unfavorable media information, indicating that the individuals
with opposing views may not always stay silent in the end. Each of these two contradicting
predictions identifies the factor that mediates the influences of mass media on individuals’
opinion expression. Yet, rarely has research explored the potential connections between
individuals’ level of HMP and the fear of isolation (both the stable, trait-like and the contextbased approaches). Given the complexity of media effects in association with person perception,
incorporating the concept of HMP into the examination of the SoS phenomenon may foster a
more comprehensive understanding of individuals’ reactions to the perceived public opinion.
Drawn by the established findings and the above conceptual implications, this study
proposes the following hypotheses and research questions:
H6: Perceived opinion congruity with the media-reported dominant opinion negatively
predicts perceived media hostility and bias (i.e., HMP).
H7: Perceived media hostility and bias (HMP) positively predicts willingness to express in
online news discussions.
RQ4: What is the relationship between the stable, trait-like fear of isolation and perceived
media hostility and bias (HMP)?
RQ5: What is the relationship between perceived media hostility and bias (HMP), the
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contextual fear of isolation, and willingness to express in online news discussions?

2.4. The Effects of Social Support on the SoS Phenomenon
Noelle-Neumann (1984; 1993) considered mass media a primary source for individuals to
perceive opinion climates. To expand this theoretical formulation, some researchers (e.g., Glynn
& McLeod, 1985; Oshagan, 1996; Salmon & Kline, 1985) also explored the influences of
individuals’ social circle (e.g., reference groups and communities) that affect their perception of
public opinion and willingness to express. Such interpersonal and group-based social influences
can be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, they become social support that encourages an
individual to speak out when the person’s view is congruent with others in his/her social circle
(e.g., Dalisay, Hmielowski, Kushin, & Yamamoto, 2012). On the other hand, when that person is
holding a deviant opinion, the lack of social support may aggravate one’s fear of isolation (e.g.,
Glynn & Park, 1997). To date, there has been a substantial amount of research on the factor of
social support in the SoS literature, demonstrating a remarkable aspect that U.S. scholars have
demonstrate in the research of this European theory.
To extend the investigations of the SoS to online news discussions, the conceptualization of
social support should be more sophisticated. In addition to one’s reference group and other
interpersonal resources, such support may also come from other online users. The following
subsection 2.4.1 examines the SoS studies from the aspect of social support, and subsection 2.4.2
incorporates the literature of online social support into the current study.

2.4.1. Social influence and social support in the SoS literature
In Noelle-Neumann’s original formulation of the SoS, she did touch on the factor of social
support in some of her studies. For example, on the topic of “smoking in the presence of
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nonsmokers,” one of her “train tests” included the presence of an aggressive person with similar
views in the scenario. The result indicates that the individuals who perceived to have a comrade
tend to be more willing to enter the conversation than those who did not (see Noelle-Neumann,
1984, p. 44-47). In spite of such evidence, the theoretical arguments of the SoS do not consider
the effects of social support. It was not until the U.S. researchers joined in the examinations of
the SoS that the factor of social support received a growing attention. The effects of social
support, however, are primarily focused indirectly from the inquiry of interpersonal and group
influences on the phenomenon of the SoS (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1985; Glynn & Park, 1997;
Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan, 1996).
Salmon and Kline (1985) pointed out several research perspectives that undergird such
influences on individuals’ opinions. For instance, attraction—including interpersonal and group
based forms—has been found to influence on one’s attitude formulation and opinion change in
literature of social influence (e.g., Kelman, 1961; Newcomb, 1953). Also, the two-step flow
model (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955) demonstrates that it is opinion leaders that affect individuals’
decisions—by interpersonal communication—rather than a direct impact of mass media.
Furthermore, Krassa (1988) argued that individuals’ social networks influence their perception of
opinion climates and how they weigh each opinion. In other words, a perceived dominant
opinion in one’s reference group—even it does not represent the majority’s voice in the
society—tends to affect his/her opinion expression.
Glynn and Park (1997) compared the influences of reference group and generalized
townspeople in their study of Canadian citizens’ opinion expression on the environmental issues
in six national parks. Their results indicate that both the fear of being isolated from their selfdefined reference group and that from general town members negatively predicted the
respondents’ opinion expression, but the former caused a greater effect. Similarly, Moy et al.
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(2001) also found that the influences of three different opinion climates—among friends and
family, residents of the city, and residents of the state—were all predictive of opinion expression
about affirmative action policies in Washington State. However, after controlling for
demographics, political ideology, media use, and issue importance, the researchers found that the
individuals’ willingness to express was only predicted by a perceived congruent opinion climate
among their friends and family. Moy et al. drew two implications from their findings. First, the
opinion climate that individuals perceive consists of multiple types. Some are relative “microclimates” that reflect the dominant opinions in one’s surroundings, such as the climate within
one’s reference group; some are in a more macro level that cover the public opinions from a
larger base, such as the public opinion reported from national news media (e.g., Lin & Salwen,
1997). Second, it is the dominant opinion perceived in the micro-climates—generated from one’s
reference group members—that most powerfully influence one’s willingness to express.
Oshagan’s (1996) study investigated the differences between two levels of the opinion
climates on the issue of capital punishment. The micro-climate is among the reference group that
consists of five respondents’ close friends, while the macro-climate is a national survey that
represents the societal majority. His results suggest that only the influence of individuals’
reference group predicts their expression on this issue. More interestingly, it was the individuals
whose opinions went against the perceived opinion of the societal majority—but came in line
with that of their reference group—which showed the most willingness to express their views.
Oshagan’s findings counter-argue Noelle-Neumann’s societal perspective on conformity
pressure, indicating a more dominant type of social influence when the role of reference group
was made salient to individuals. This evidence also implies a justification to include the
influence of one’s reference group when examining the SoS phenomenon.
Both Moy et al. (2001) and Oshagan (1996) suggested that a perceived opinion congruity
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with one’s reference group fosters that person’s willingness to express his/her view. This causal
effect can be further explained by the concept of social support. Although definitions of social
support vary in the literature (see Wortman & Dunkel-Schetter, 1987), a more communicationoriented approach describes it as interpersonal transactions that involve positive affections,
affirmative expressions, and/or direct assistance in one’s social networks (Kahn & Antonucci,
1980). Among these transactions of social support, an individual is most likely to experience
affirmation from their reference group when their views are aligned. On the SoS phenomenon, a
meta-analysis (Glynn, Hayes, & Shanahan, 1997) indicates a small but positive and significant
effect of perceived opinion support on willingness to express. Similar results were also found in
Dalisay et al.’s (2012) study on the public opinion on the U.S. military buildup in Guam,
substantiating that perceived (social) support for individuals’ opinions—a composite measure of
support from the family, friends, and majority of Guam— positively predicts their willingness to
speak out.
Based on the above dynamics defining the influences of reference group and perceived
social support, this study posits:
H8: Perceived support from one’s reference group positively predicts willingness to express
in online news discussions.
Moreover, to further understand the relationship between the social support from one’s
reference group and the contextual fear of isolation in the phenomenon of the SoS in online news
discussions, this study poses the following research question:
RQ6: Is the effect of the contextual fear of isolation on willingness to express moderated by
perceived support from one’s reference group?

2.4.2. Online social support
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Research has shown that social support also exists in online interactions since CMC
becomes prevalent (e.g., Eastin & LaRose, 2005; Shaw & Gant, 2002; Tichon & Shapiro, 2003).
Common categories of social support in FTF communication include informational, emotional,
self-esteem (or appraisal), tangible aid (or instrumental), and social network support (Cutrona &
Suhr, 1992; Langford, Bowsher, Maloney, & Lillis, 1997). These types of support are also found
in cyberspace. For instance, in a study on the computer bulletin board “Support Network” for
people with disabilities, Braithwaite, Waldron, and Finn (1999) identified all kinds of social
support from the messages exchanged between the members. In particular, over seventy percent
of the supportive messages consisted of information and emotional exchanges, while self-esteem
support also contributed nearly twenty percent of the total.
As social support is getting more available on the Internet, it also demonstrates several new
features in contrast to the traditional, FTF social support. Walther and Boyd’s (2002)
summarized that online social support tends to be exchanged among people who do not know
each other nor communicate in offline contexts. In addition, most online social support is
exchanged via direct conversations of common interests or concerns without requiring an
established relationship between individuals. Therefore, the primary connection between the
supporters and receivers lies only on a common affiliation on the given issue rather than multiple
matters. Although new forms of online communication keep emerging, this summary highlights
that online social support may occur among strangers. Moreover, such support is more issuedriven and issue-focused, which tends to strengthen the sense of affiliation between the
individuals involved.
Online social support takes place across various venues, such as online communities, public
discussion boards and forums, instant messaging, virtual worlds, and SNSs (High & Solomon,
2008). Each venue facilitates the supportive exchanges in relatively dissimilar ways. For
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instance, online communities usually provide their members with multiple communication tools
(e.g., forum messages, listservs, and e-mails), in which the social support may be shared (King,
1994). Moreover, online communities promote weak-tie relationships between the recurring
members (Walther & Boyd, 2002) and breeds a higher level of community satisfaction (Wright,
2000). On the other hand, High and Solomon (2008) argued that public discussion boards offer
less detailed and informative support, but individuals can still experience affirmation of selfworth and/or emotional comforts from the posts and feedback addressed by the like-minded
users. This implies that a perceived similarity, or homophily, between the provider and receiver
also plays a key role in online social support.
Researchers suggest different typologies for homophily. For example, Lazarsfeld and
Merton (1954) categorized two types of homophily: status homophily and value homophily. The
former indicates the similarities of socio-demographic and acquired characteristics, such as race,
education, and religion; whereas the latter refers to the similarities of individuals’ internal states,
including values, beliefs, and attitudes. Likewise, McCroskey and Richmond (1996) developed a
scale of perceived homophily that includes the dimensions of background homophily and attitude
homophily. In the topic of online social support, studies have found that both types of homophily
are related to the level of perceived emotional support (e.g., Campbell & Wright, 2002; Wright,
2000; Wright, 2012). Because CMC occurs mainly in the environments with reduced social
presence cues, and online social support relies primarily on text-based messages (Walther &
Boyd, 2002), it can be argued that individuals’ perceived homophily of others is also largely
influenced by the content of their messages.
In addition, perceived opinion congruity in the SoS literature is analogous to perceived
homophily, especially to the type of value homophily (Murton, 1954) or attitude homophily
(McCroskey & Richmond, 1996). Therefore, in the context of online news discussions under the
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mechanism of online news comments, an individual may experience social support from other
commenters when that person finds that his/her opinion is congruent with those commenters’
posts. To distinguish such support from that derived from one’s reference group, the former can
be labeled as an immediate online social support. This study then posits:
H9: Perceived opinion congruity with other commenters positively predicts perceived
immediate online support.
Furthermore, on the basis of previous findings about the influence of perceived social
support on the SoS phenomenon (e.g., Dalisay et al., 2012; Glynn et al., 1997), this study
hypothesizes:
H10: Perceived immediate online support positively predicts willingness to express in
online news discussions.
Due to the fact that such immediate online support has not yet received an extensive
scholarly attention, the influence of such support on the SoS phenomenon in online news
discussions requires more exploration. Therefore, this study asks the following two research
questions:
RQ7: Is the effect of the contextual fear of isolation on willingness to express moderated by
perceived immediate online support?
RQ8: Which type of perceived social support is more predictive of willingness to express in
online news discussions?

2.5. The Effects of Individual Differences on the SoS Phenomenon
In addition to the factors of mass media and interpersonal- or group-based social support,
Noelle-Neumann (1984; 1993) also suggested that individual differences play a role in the SoS
phenomenon. She identified several demographic differences, arguing that females, the elderly,
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those lower on socioeconomic status, farmers, and villagers tend to show less willingness to be
engaged in discussions on controversial issues in public. Following this implication, researchers
generally included various demographic indicators such as sex, education, and race in their SoS
studies as control variables. Although the indicators in their models are not identical, the results
(e.g., Glynn & Park, 1997; Ho, Chen, & Sim, 2013; Scheufele et al., 2001) commonly reveal
relatively small effects (β = .01 to.14) in comparison with the major variables such as the fear of
isolation (β = .11 to.32).
Given that the SoS theory examines one’s opinion expressions on public issues, some
scholars also paid attention to the individual differences that are affected by the focal issue or
topic (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 19984; Lin & Salwen, 1997; Willnat, 1996). Since nearly none of
the SoS studies touch on the same public issue, the following subsection 2.5.1 concentrates on
the factor of issue involvement. Moreover, scholars investigated various factors driven by their
individual research interests, such as the effect of neighborliness on the social support in the
military community (Dalisay et al., 2012). As this study focuses on the SoS phenomenon in
online news discussions, an extensively scrutinized concept in CMC research—privacy concerns
(e.g., Buchanan, Paine, Joinson, & Reips, 2007; Lewis, Kaufman, & Christakis, 2008;
Taddicken, 2014)—is also discussed in subsection 2.5.2.

2.5.1. Issue involvement
The SoS literature probes the individual differences affected by the focal issue from various
aspects. A cluster of these variables comprises people’s issue-related knowledge (e.g., Kim et al.,
2014; Salmon & Neuwirth, 1990; Willnat, 1996), interest (e.g., Dalisay, 2012; Lasorsa, 1991),
perceived importance (e.g., Matthes et al., 2010; Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan, 1996), and attitude
certainty (e.g., Glynn & Park, 1997; Lasorsa, 1991; Matthes et al., 2010). A more encompassing
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factor measures individuals’ issue involvement (e.g., Ho et al., 2013; Jeffres, Neuendorf,
Bracken, & Atkin, 2009; Louis, Duck, Terry, & Lalonde, 2010). Zaichkowsky (1985) defined
involvement as “a person's perceived relevance of the object based on inherent needs, values, and
interests” (p.342). In the persuasion literature, individuals’ level of involvement influences the
way they process the related information (Chaiken, 1987; Eagly & Chaiken, 1984; Dardis &
Shen, 2008). Furthermore, in marketing research, product involvement has been found to be
predictive of one’s attitude towards that product and the purchase intention (e.g., Kim, Haley, &
Koo, 2009).
In the SoS literature, similar terms labeled to estimate the individuals’ issue involvement
include “knowledge” (e.g., Jeffres, Neuendorf, Bracken, & Atkin, 2009), “personal concern”
(Salmon & Neuwirth, 1990) and “perceived issue salience” (e.g., Ho et al., 2013; Willnat, 2002).
Kim et al. (2014) also combined (perceived) issue importance and issue interest as the issue
involvement in their study. Regardless of these differences, the results generally indicate that
individuals’ involvement in the given issue predicts their willingness to express in public (e.g.,
Ho et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014; Louis et al., 2010; Salmon & Neuwirth, 1990; Willnat et al.,
2002). In other words, the people who are more involved in the topic—such as showing more
interest in it—are more willing to be engaged in the conversation on this topic and express their
views. Therefore, this study posits:
H11: Issue involvement positively predicts willingness to express in online news
discussions.
However, because individual differences are often regarded as control variables or
covariates, the relationship between individuals’ issue involvement and their fear of isolation is
rarely examined. The findings from the HMP research may provide implications for this
relationship, given that issue involvement has been identified as a main indicator of an
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individuals’ level of HMP of the media coverage (Choi, Watt, & Lynch, 2006; Christen,
Kannaovakun, & Gunther, 2002; Perloff, 1989; Vallone et al., 1985). To be more specific, as
people have greater involvement in an issue, they tend to show more skepticism towards the
mass-mediated messages about that issue and consider them as more biased. Thus, for those
highly involved individuals who hold a minor view—since they tend to have more knowledge
and personal opinions on that issue—they may feel less fearful to be socially isolated in
revealing their views in online discussions. In addition, a higher anonymous context may also
foster one’s willingness to express. Based on the above findings, this study proposes the
following hypotheses:
H12: The influence of perceived opinion congruity with the mediated dominant opinion on
the perceived media hostility and bias (HMP) is moderated by issue involvement.
H13: The influences of perceived anonymity (self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and
platform anonymity) on the contextual fear of isolation are moderated by issue involvement.

2.5.2. Privacy concerns in CMC
Privacy-related issues have received a growing attention as individuals get increasing
chances to be engaged in online interactions. Researchers (Yao, Rice, & Wallis, 2007) found that
people’s online privacy concerns are mainly driven by their psychological need for privacy.
Westin (1967) categorized four states of privacy that individuals tend to pursue, namely the
freedom from being observed by others (solitude), the freedom from being identified and
monitored in public places and for public acts (anonymity), the seclusion of being in small
groups that may achieve a close, relaxed, and frank relationship (intimacy), and the barriers to
prevent unwanted disclosure (reserve). In CMC, risks of violating these four states of privacy do
not seem to be highly avoidable, especially in the contexts that require, allow and/or encourage
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self-disclosure.
Online self-disclosure is one of the research topics that tie closely to people’s privacy
concerns. Taddicken (2014) summarized several problematic aspects that hinder the users to
manage their privacy in their social web. For instance, users can not fully identify the
components of the audience that have the access to their personal information. Also, due to the
heterogeneity of the potential audience, the content of an individual’s self-disclosure may not be
uniformly proper to every viewer. In addition, there are emerging technological applications and
instruments that facilitate third parties to store, pass along, re-make, and/or distribute the content
of one’s self-disclosure for other unauthorized and unexpected purposes. Research has found a
negative correlation between individuals’ privacy concerns—or the perceived privacy risks—and
their willingness to disclose (Myerscough, Lowe, & Alpert, 2006; Taddicken, 2014; Youn, 2005).
By definition, self-disclosure generally refers to the revelation of messages which are
considered inner, private, and intimate that people intend to conceal or think that may cause
serious consequences on their lives (DeVito, 2003; Pearson, West, & Turner, 1995). Although
personal opinions on public issues may be less secretive or confidential, they largely reflect one’s
own values, beliefs, and attitudes. These types of information also encounter the same privacy
risks and possibly engender undesirable consequences if being disclosed to the wrong or
irrelevant individuals. The individuals who perceive themselves as holding a view deviant from
the majority may particularly feel vulnerable to such risks.
Little attention has been paid on individuals’ privacy concerns in the SoS studies, regardless
of the research contexts are set online or offline. Theoretical implications and empirical findings
suggest that individuals’ privacy concerns may be related to their perceived anonymity and their
willingness to express, prompting curiosity on the connection of privacy concerns and the fear of
isolation. Privacy is more relevant to the SoS phenomenon in cyberspace for two different
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reasons. On the one hand, individuals’ privacy concerns may prevent them from articulating their
viewpoints in a disadvantageous position to go against the majority in the online news
discussions, especially when they are more identifiable. This implies that individuals’ privacy
concerns and their fear of isolation may also be correlated. On the other hand, unlike FTF
conversations that are generally fleeting and untraceable, one’s online posts are easily
documented, retrieved, and circulated. Even though individuals may not feel socially attached to
those occasional online news discussions, their privacy concerns may influence their willingness
to express out their opinions in such communication contexts. This tends to suggest that, in
addition to their fear of isolation, individuals’ privacy concerns may be a parallel influence that
reduces their willingness to express on the Internet. Therefore, exploring the relationship
between individuals’ privacy concerns and their fear of isolation would provide further
understanding of the SoS phenomenon in cyberspace.
According to the above findings and implications, this study posits the following
hypotheses and research question:
H14: Privacy concerns negatively predict willingness to express in online news discussions.
H15: The influences of perceived anonymity (self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and
platform anonymity) on the contextual fear of isolation are moderated by privacy concerns.
RQ9: What is the relationship between privacy concerns and the contextual fear of
isolation?
The hypotheses and research questions can be summarized in an integrated model,
presented below in Figure 2.5.1.
---------- Insert Figure 2.5.1 about here ----------
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Chapter 3
Research Methods
3.1. Participants
This study recruited students who were enrolled in a large introductory level course that
meets a general education requirement across different majors at the University of Connecticut.
According to a recent survey on the demographics of the U.S. Internet users (Pew Research
Center, 2017a), people in the age group between 18 and 29 showed the highest percentage of
Internet use (99%) when compared to other older groups. Moreover, on educational attainment,
94% of the respondents in the level of “some college” and 98% in the level of “college graduate”
reported that they were Internet users. Given that young adults and people with college or higher
level of education are two major groups of the Internet users, and college students are generally
active in a variety of Internet activities, a sample of college students is valid for the current study.
An announcement for this study was posted on the course website with the assistance of the
course instructor. The announcement included a brief introduction about this study and invited
the students to fill out an online questionnaire posted on “Qualtrics.com,” which offers built-in
data privacy and security protection. The students were also informed that they would receive
research credit for their participation. Moreover, the announcement contained an information
sheet that provided the study procedure and other standard IRB criteria. After reviewing the
information about this study, the willing participants could use the hyperlink attached below the
information sheet to access the online questionnaire.

3.2. Research Design
This study uses “abortion” as the public issue to test the online SoS phenomenon. The
viewpoints of abortion in the U.S. have long divided into two opposing sides, and the percentage
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of the supporters for each side has been relatively steady over the past few years. According to
recent statistics from Pew Research Center (2017b), over the past five years (i.e., 2012 to 2016),
the percentage of the public who agreed that abortion should be legal in all or most cases was
between 51 and 57%, while the percentage of those who considered abortion illegal in all or
most cases was between 39 and 43%. Moreover, a Gallup poll (Gallup.com, 2016) suggested an
even split between the U.S. adults who identified themselves as pro-choice (47%) and those who
identified as pro-life (46%) in 2016. In addition to this contrast among the general public, the
views of abortion also differ by religiosity. The Pew Research Center (2017b) showed that 69%
of white evangelical Protestants regarded having an abortion as morally wrong, but only 30% of
White mainline Protestants held the same view. Also, 42% of Catholics agreed with the same
opinion. Furthermore, the results of another Gallup poll (Gallup.com, 2015) also identified a
gender gap appears in recent years, as females were more likely (54%) than males (46%) to be
pro-choice.
The above opinion polls indicate that the issue of abortion remains rather controversial,
which renders it an ideal subject for SoS research. Moreover, this issue-specific polarization was
affirmed in previous SoS research (e.g., Bergen, 1986; Donsbach & Stevenson, 1984; Gearhart &
Zhang, 2015; Salmon & Neuwirth, 1990), fortifying the appropriateness of using this issue for
the current study.
To test the hypotheses and research questions proposed in the literature review, this study
employed a 3x2 experimental design in which the stimulus was manipulated in terms of the
degree of context anonymity and the valence of other commenters’ posts. The participants were
exposed to a news article about a recent poll on the issue of abortion. Attached to the article were
three posts of comments on the news article. The manipulation of context anonymity consisted of
three degrees. In the high degree of anonymity, the participants were instructed that they may
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post their comments with any username they put in or remain anonymous. In the medium degree
of anonymity, the participants were instructed that they may post their comments by signing in
one of their social media accounts (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo, and Google +). However,
with their post, the participants were allowed to display a username which is unrelated to their
account name. In the low degree of anonymity, the participants were instructed that they may
post their comments by signing in one of their social media accounts (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
Yahoo, and Google +), and their account name will be shown on their post as their username.
Moreover, the valence of other commenters’ posts was manipulated as either pro-choice or prolife. The pro-choice comments were three posts that all advocate abortion rights, while the prolife comments included three posts that go against abortion rights.
To sum up, the participants were randomly assigned to one of the six conditions, namely
low anonymity/ pro-choice comments, med anonymity/ pro-choice comments, high anonymity/
pro-choice comments, low anonymity/ pro-life comments, med anonymity/ pro-life comments,
and high anonymity/ pro-life comments.

3.3. Research procedure
The participants began answering the online questionnaire by indicating their demographic
information including their biological sex, ethnicity, and religious affiliation. Next, they were
asked to respond to a series of questions that measure their trait-like fear of isolation, moral
values, online privacy concerns, issue involvement, attitude towards the issue of abortion, and
perceived support from reference group (i.e., family and friends) regarding their opinion on the
issue of abortion.
Then, the participants were instructed to read a news article about a recent poll addressing
abortion (see Appendix 1). This article was followed by a series of questions checking the
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manipulation for the news article and measuring the participants’ perceived opinion congruity
with the media content, their perceived media hostility and bias, and their willingness to share
this article on their social networking sites.
By clicking to the next page, the respondents were randomly assigned to one of the six
experimental conditions. They were then instructed to read the online news comments (see
Appendix 2) attached to the news article. After being exposed to the research stimulus, the
participants were asked a few questions related to the comments as a manipulation check.
Moreover, a series of questions were followed to measure their perceived anonymity, perceived
opinion congruity with the commenters, perceived potential support from the commenters, their
willingness to give a thumbs-up or a thumbs-down to each comment, their contextual fear of
isolation, and, eventually, their willingness to post their own comments. The participants
completed the whole process by submitting their online questionnaires (see Appendix 3 for
details).

3.4. Measurement
The fear of isolation
One of the major goals of this study aims to differentiate a contextual fear of isolation from
the general, static trait-like fear of isolation, and in turn compare the influences of each fear on
one’s willingness to express in online news discussions. To measure the participants’ stable, traitlike fear of isolation, this study adopted the six-item scale developed by Scheufele et al. (2001)
and further revised by Ho and McLeod (2008). This scale includes the following items: (1) I
worry about being isolated if people disagree with me; (2) I avoid telling other people what I
think when there’s a risk they’ll avoid me if they knew my opinion; (3) I do not enjoy getting into
arguments; (4) Arguing over controversial issues improves my intelligence (reverse coded); (5) I
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enjoy a good argument over a controversial issue (reverse coded); and (6) I try to avoid getting
into arguments. These items were measured in a 7-point Likert format, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Furthermore, to measure the participants’ perceived fear of isolation in their assigned online
discussion condition, their contextual fear of isolation was measured by the same framework of
the above scale with some item descriptions adapted to fit this study’s focal communication
context. The items are as follow: (1) In this online news discussion, I worry about being isolated
if people disagree with me; (2) In this online news discussion, I avoid telling other people what I
think when there’s a risk they’ll avoid me if they knew my opinion; (3) In this online news
discussion, I do not enjoy getting into arguments;(4) In this online news discussion, arguing over
controversial issues improves my intelligence (reverse coded); (5) In this online news discussion,
I enjoy a good argument over a controversial issue(reverse coded); and (6) In this online news
discussion, I try to avoid getting into arguments. These items were measured in a 7-point Likert
format, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Perceived anonymity
This study identifies three different types of anonymity that individuals tend to perceive in
CMC, namely self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform anonymity. Thus, on the basis of
the item created by Qian and Scott’s (2007) in studying blog users’ perceived anonymity, this
study developed the following three items: (1) To what extent do you think this comment section
is anonymous (for perceived platform anonymity)? (2) To what extent do you think the
commenters who posted their comments are anonymous (for perceived other-anonymity)? (3) If
you would like to post your comment, to what extent do you think you are anonymous (for
perceived self-anonymity)? These items were measured in a 7-point semantic differential scale,
ranging from 1 (totally identifiable) to 7 (totally anonymous).
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Perceived opinion congruity
This study measured two types of individuals’ level of perceived opinion congruity. In terms
of the opinion congruity with the media-reported dominant opinion, the respondents were asked
by the following item: To what extent do you think your opinion is congruent with the poll results
reported in this news article? Moreover, on the congruity with other commenters’ opinions, the
participants will be asked: To what extent do you think the commenters expressed the same
opinions as you hold on the issue of abortion? These two items were adapted from previous
studies (Glynn & Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001) and measured on a 7-point Likert format, ranging
from 1 (none) to 7 (all).
Perceived media hostility and bias (Hostile media perception, HMP)
Previous studies did not measure respondents’ HMP in a consistent way (e.g., Gunther et al.,
2001; Hwang, et al., 2008; Vallone et al., 1985). One of the major assessments was a two-part
question model in that it first asked the individuals’ personal opinion on a given issue and then
asked the overall biases of the media slant of that issue they perceived (Choi et al., 2006;
Gunther et al., 2001; Gunther & Chia, 2001; Gunther & Christen, 2002). Subsequently, the
respondents’ level of HMP was calculated in two steps: (a) subtracting the scores of individuals’
perceived overall media biases from the scores of their personal opinion, and (b) reversing
coding scores for opponent groups. Treating this variable as a within group difference, the
present study simplified the measure’s design by asking the participants’ perceived overall media
bias from the news article they are exposed to. The questions included: (1) The news coverage
about this issue is biased; (2) The poll results about this issue are biased; (3) The journalist
responsible for this news article is biased. Each question was followed by a 7-point Likert
format from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Perceived social support
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This study suggests two sources that individuals may perceive social support from: their
reference group (i.e., family and friends) and a potentially immediate support of other
commenters’ opinion posts. Adapting the relevant measures from previous studies (Glynn &
Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001), this study asked the respondents about their perceived social
support: (1) To what extent do you think your family would support your opinion on the issue of
abortion? (2) To what extent do you think your friends would support your opinion on the issue
of abortion? And (3) To what extent do you think other commenters would support your opinion
on the issue of abortion? Each item was followed by a 7-point Likert format from 1 (none) to 7
(all).
Issue involvement
To measure the participants’ involvement in the issue of abortion, this study employed a
self-generated scale that incorporates some items used in previous studies (Kim et al., 2014;
Willnat et al., 2002; Zaichkowsky, 1985). The items include: (1) This is an important issue; (2) I
am familiar with this issue; (3) I am interested in this issue; (4) I think about this issue all the
time; (5) This issue is of concern to me; (6) This issue is relevant to me; (7) This issue matters to
me; (8) I think this is a salient issue in society; (9) I would like to discuss this issue with someone
else; (10) This issue is significant to me. These items were followed by a 7-point Likert format
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Online privacy concerns
To measure the respondents’ privacy concerns with CMC, this study applied Taddicken’s
(2010) “Adapted Scale for Online Privacy Concern and Protection for Use on the Internet”
(APCP), which was originally created by Buchanan, Paine, Joinson, and Reips (2007). The scale
includes 17 items, namely: (1) In general, how concerned are you about your privacy while
using the Internet? (2) Are you concerned about online organizations not being who they claim
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they are? (3) Are you concerned that you are asked for too much personal information when you
register or make online purchases? (4) Are you concerned about online identity theft? (5) Are
you concerned about people online not being who they say they are? (6) Are you concerned
about people you do not know obtaining personal information about you from your online
activities? (7) Are you concerned that personal content that you store securely in the Internet
(e.g. photos) can be viewed by others? (8) Are you concerned that information about you could
be found on an old computer? (9) Are you concerned about who might access your medical
records electronically? (10) Are you concerned that an email you send may be read by someone
other than the person to whom you sent it? (11) Are you concerned that an email you send
someone may be inappropriately forwarded to others? (12) Are you concerned that an email you
send someone may be printed out in a place where others can see it? (13) Are you concerned
that a computer virus could send out emails in your name? (14) Are you concerned about emails
you receive not being from whom they claim to be? (15) Are you concerned that an email
containing a seemingly legitimate address may be fraudulent? (16) Are you concerned that if you
use your credit card to buy something on the Internet, your credit card number will be
obtained/intercepted by someone else? (17) Are you concerned that if you use your credit card to
buy something on the Internet, your card will be mischarged? These items were followed by a 7point Likert format from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much).
Willingness to express in online news discussions
The dependent variable in this study is individuals’ willingness of opinion expression in
online news discussions. The respondents were asked the following question adapted from
previous SoS studies (Ho et al., 2013; Lin & Salwen, 1997; Moy et al., 2001): How willingly
would you post your opinion on this comment section? The question was measured on a 7-point
Likert format, ranging from 1 (very unwillingly) to 7 (very willingly).
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Control variables
To align to the previous studies on the SoS, this study measured the participants’ biological
sex, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and moral values as control variables. The question of
biological sex was: “What is your biological sex?” The choices included “Male,” “Female,” and
“Other (please specify).” In addition, the question of ethnicity was: “How would you describe
your ethnicity?” The choices included: “Caucasian,” “African American,” “Hispanic,” “Asian
American,” “Native American,” “Asian-Pacific Islander,” and “Other or multiple (please
specify).” Moreover, the question of religious affiliation was: “How would you describe your
religious preference?” The choices were: “Protestant,” “Christian,” “Catholic,” “Jewish,”
“Mormon,” “Muslim,” “Not religious,” and “Other or multiple (please specify).” Finally, the
short version of the Ethical Values Assessment (EVA) developed by Padilla-Walker and Jensen
(2015) were used to measure the participants’ moral values. This scale consists of three
dimensions (i.e., autonomy, community, and divinity), which contains four items respectively.
These 12 items were followed by a 7-point Likert format, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree).
Other demographic variable
The participants’ attitude towards the issue of abortion was also measured in order to
understand the distribution of pro-choice and pro-life individuals in this sample. This variable
was tapped by the single question: What is your general attitude towards the issue of abortion?
Adapted from the Gallup poll’s (2015) questionnaire, this question was followed by the choices
including “Illegal in all circumstances,” “Illegal in most circumstances,” “Legal in most
circumstances,” “Legal in all circumstances,” and “Neutral.” This result was also used to check
the respondents’ perceived opinion congruity with the news article and with other commenters.
The respondents who check either of the first two choices will be further classified as pro-life,
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while those who check either the third or the fourth choice will be labeled as pro-choice. The
participants who choose “Neutral” will be regarded as neutral.

3.5. Sample Characteristics
The data collection for this study was conducted in November, 2015. Six hundred and
seventeen participants were recruited, and the sample yielded 530 valid responses. To break
down the experimental conditions, 17.2% were randomly assigned to low anonymity/ pro-choice
comments (n = 91), 16.8% were in med anonymity/ pro-choice comments (n = 89), 16.4% were
in high anonymity/ pro-choice comments (n = 87), 17.2% were assigned to low anonymity/ prolife comments (n = 91), 16.0% were in med anonymity/ pro-life comments (n = 85), and 16.4%
were in high anonymity/ pro-life comments (n = 87). See Figure 3.5.1.
---------- Insert Figure 3.5.1 about here ---------Of all the participants, 49.8% are male (n = 264) and 50.2% are female (n = 266). In
addition, the racial breakdown reflects 66.6% Caucasian (n = 353), 9.6% Asian American (n =
51), 7.5% African American (n = 40), 6.2% Hispanic (n = 33), and 10.0% other or mixed
heritages (n = 53). See Figure 3.5.2. In terms of religious affiliation, furthermore, 29.4% are
Catholic (n = 156), 24.5% are Christian (n = 130), 4.5% are Protestant (n = 24), and 6.8%
affiliate with other religions (n = 36), and 30.2% of the respondents are not religious (n = 160).
See Figure 3.5.3.
---------- Insert Figure 3.5.2 about here ------------------- Insert Figure 3.5.3 about here ---------With regard to the attitude towards abortion, nearly 70% of the participants thought that
abortion is legal either in all circumstances (30.6%; n = 162) or in most circumstances (38.5%; n
= 204). On the other hand, slightly over 15% of the individuals expressed that abortion is illegal
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either in all circumstances (4.2%, n = 22) or in most circumstances (11.3%, n = 60). Finally,
15.5% held their attitude towards abortion as neutral (n = 82). See Figure 3.5.4.
---------- Insert Figure 3.5.4 about here ----------

3.6. Preliminary Analyses
Several preliminary analyses on the dataset were conducted before moving on to inferential
statistics to test the hypotheses and answer the questions proposed in Chapter 2. First, factor
analysis and/or reliability tests were performed on each measure. The mean and standard
deviation of each measure was also presented. Second, manipulation checks on the research
stimuli (3 degrees of anonymity and 2 valences of comments) were conducted to ensure the
manipulations designed for this study are valid. Finally, the issue of multicollinearity was
detected in preventing the distortion of findings resulted from predictor variables.
3.6.1. Factor analyses and reliability tests
The fear of isolation. First, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model including the 12
items measuring the trait-like and the contextual fear of isolation as a single factor was tested.
The results suggested that this single factor model did not represent the sample data well due to
relatively poor model fit: χ2 = 253.21, df = 30, CMIN/DF = 8.44, p = .000; CFI = .912; RMSEA
= .119. As the measure of the contextual fear of isolation consists of the same items revised from
Ho and McLeod’s (2008) uni-dimensional measure and specified for testing the fear of isolation
in the context of online news discussions, another CFA model structuring the items of the traitlike fear of isolation and the items of the contextual fear of isolation as two factors was further
conducted. The results revealed a relatively good model fit: χ2 = 69.13, df = 29, CMIN/DF =
2.38, p = .000; CFI = .984; RMSEA = .051. This two-factor model solution indicates substantial
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factorial validity for the measures of the trait-like fear of isolation and the contextual fear of
isolation, and also supports this study’s argument that both the trait-like and the contextual fear
of isolation explain some crucial facets of this concept.
Furthermore, two CFA models were conducted to ascertain the validity of the factor
structure of the trait-like fear of isolation and the contextual fear of isolation respectively. The
goodness of fit indices indicated that the former measure had a good model fit: χ2 = 8.64, df = 5,
CMIN/DF = 1.73, p = .124; CFI = .996; RMSEA = .037, while the model fit of the latter measure
was moderately good: χ2 = 17.61, df = 5, CMIN/DF = 3.52, p = .003; CFI = .989; RMSEA
= .069.
In addition, the reliability tests for the trait-like fear of isolation (M = 3.90, SD = .92) and
the contextual fear of isolation (M = 3.85, SD = .95) both attained an acceptable reached a
Cronbach’s coefficient of .71.
Perceived anonymity. The variable of perceived anonymity (M = 3.37, SD = 1.52) was
measured by three items for three different types of anonymity: self-anonymity (M = 3.45, SD =
1.66), other-anonymity (M = 3.31, SD = 1.65), and platform anonymity (M = 3.35, SD = 1.68).
The reliability (Cronbach’s α value) for this measure is .90.
Perceived media hostility and bias (HMP). This measure (M = 3.83, SD = 1.03) consisted
of three items that asked the participants’ perception of bias regarding the news coverage (M =
4.07, SD = 1.26), the poll results (M = 3.62, SD = 1.22), and the journalist responsible for this
news article (M = 3.81, SD = 1.22). The reliability (Cronbach’s α value) for this measure is .78.
Perceived opinion congruity. This study measured two types of individuals’ level of
perceived opinion congruity, namely the perceived opinion congruity with the media-reported
dominant opinion (M = 4.32, SD = 1.22) and the perceived opinion congruity with other
commenters (M = 3.41, SD = 1.80).
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Perceived social support. This study measured two sources that individuals may perceive
social support from: their reference group (M = 4.79, SD = 1.21) and immediate support of other
commenters’ opinion posts (M = 3.45, SD = 1.93).
Issue involvement. A CFA procedure indicated a relatively good model fit for all the items
in this measure: χ2 = 58.15, df = 21, CMIN/DF = 2.77, p < .001; CFI = .988; RMSEA = .058. In
addition, the Cronbach’s α value for the reliability of this measure (M = 4.43, SD = 1.13)
was .91.
Online privacy concerns. CFA output indicated a relatively good model fit for all of the
items in this scale: χ2 = 295.38, df = 89, CMIN/DF = 3.32, p < .001; CFI = .975; RMSEA = .066.
Moreover, the reliability test showed that the Cronbach’s α value was .96 for this scale (M =
3.75, SD = 1.30).
Moral values. Padilla-Walker and Jensen’s (2015) short version of the Ethical Values
Assessment (EVA) was used to measure the participants’ moral values as a control variable in
this study. CFA findings indicated a relatively good model fit for the items in each dimension
(i.e., autonomy, community, and divinity): χ2 = 73.63, df = 40, CMIN/DF = 1.84, p = .001; CFI
= .995; RMSEA= .040). Moreover, the Cronbach’s α value for the reliability test of this scale (M
= 5.51, SD = .84) was .91.
Willingness to express. The mean and standard deviation for the single item measuring the
participants’ willingness to post comments were M = 2.94, SD = 1.63.

3.6.2. Manipulation checks
The participants were also asked additional questions to ensure the effectiveness of the
manipulations designed for this study.
The news report. Two items measured on a yes-or-no format were presented to check the
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manipulation of the news report: (1) The poll reported in this news article indicates that 50% of
Americans are “pro-choice” on abortion, while 44% of which are “pro-life” and (2) According
to the poll of 2015, 46% of the female respondents and 54% of the male respondents identified
themselves as pro-choice on abortion. According to the article, the answer to the first item is
“yes,” and the answer to the second is “no.”
Descriptive analyses showed that the majority (item 1: 86.6% and item 2: 85.8%) provided
correct answers to the questions. Furthermore, Chi-square tests also indicated that each item was
correctly answered with statistical significance: Item 1 (χ2 = 284.04, df = 1, p < .001); and item 2
(χ2 = 272.46, df = 1, p < .001).
Context anonymity. The three items measuring the participants’ perceived anonymity (i.e.,
self, other, and platform) were used to check the effectiveness of the manipulation of context
anonymity. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests showed significant differences among the
low/med/high anonymity conditions of perceived self-anonymity (F (2, 527) = 52.92, p < .001),
the three conditions of perceived other-anonymity (F (2, 527) = 107.57, p < .001), and the three
conditions of perceived platform anonymity (F (2, 527) = 106.03, p < .001). Post hoc test using
Sheffe approach also indicated significant differences (p < .05) between each condition of the
three different sub-types of perceived anonymity (see Table 3.6.1).
---------- Insert Table 3.6.1 about here ---------Valences of comments. Finally, to check the valence of comments, the participants were
asked the following two questions measured on a yes-or-no format: (1) Overall, these three
online news comments share a similar viewpoint on abortion,” and (2) Overall, these three
comments support abortion rights. The answer to the first question is “Yes,” regardless which
condition that the respondents were assigned to. Descriptive analysis showed that the majority
(77.4%) provided the correct answer, and Chi-square test indicated that this item was correctly
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answered with statistical significance (χ2 = 158.68, df = 1, p < .001). In terms of the second
question, those who were assigned to “pro-choice” conditions were expected to answer “Yes,”
whereas those who were in the “pro-life” conditions were expected to answer “No.” Descriptive
analysis indicated that the majority of each condition provided the correct answer (“Pro-choice”
conditions: 85%; “Pro-life” conditions: 90.5%), and Chi-square test also revealed that this item
was correctly answered with statistical significance (χ2 = 302.93, df = 1, p < .001).
Based on the above results, the manipulations designed for the current study were effective.

3.6.3. Detection of multicollinearity
Multicollinearity occurs when high intercorrelations appear among predictor variables,
causing misleading results that may distort a real finding (Leech, Barret, & Morgan, 2015). To
detect the occurrence of multicollinearity, Pearson correlations between major predictor
variables—including trait-like fear of isolation, contextual fear of isolation, perceived anonymity,
perceived opinion congruity with media, perceived opinion congruity with the commenters,
perceived media hostility and biases (HMP), perceived reference group support, perceived
immediate online support, issue involvement, and online privacy concerns—were first
conducted. The correlation matrix (see Table 3.6.2) indicated that two correlation coefficient r
values reached .50, suggesting a higher likelihood of collinearity. They are the correlation
between the trait-like fear of isolation and the contextual fear of isolation (r = .54) and the
correlation between opinion congruity with the commenters and the perceived immediate online
support (r = .87). The former is the correlation of two types of fear of isolation that are
theoretically related. Since the measure of contextual fear of isolation was adapted from the
measure of trait-like fear of isolation, the substantial correlation of these two variables was not
surprising. On the other hand, the latter raises more concerns regarding the collinearity issue
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between the variables of perceived opinion congruity with the commenters and the perceived
immediate online support.
---------- Insert Table 3.6.2 about here ---------Second, collinearity diagnostics under the function of linear regression in SPSS were then
employed to test the potential collinearity among the above predictor variables. Each of the
predictor variables was entered into a multiple regression model as the dependent variable at a
time, while the rest predictors were set as independent variables. A collinearity issue would
emerge when the tolerance value of an independent variable is lower than 1- R2 value of the
multiple regression model (Leech, et al., 2015). The results showed that the tolerance values of
the independent variables in each model were all greater than the 1- R2 value of the model. For
instance, the R2 value of the model with perceived immediate online support as the dependent
variable was .755, and the tolerance value of perceived opinion congruity with the commenters
was .968, which was greater than the 1- R2 value (.245) of the model. Therefore, the results
suggested that it was less likely to have multicollinearity problems between the predictor
variables in this study.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1. Hypothesis Testing and Research Question Analysis
Hypothesis 1 predicted that the contextual fear of isolation is positively related to the static,
trait-like fear of isolation. Pearson correlation coefficient showed a strong, significant
relationship (r =. 54, p < .001) between the two types of fear of isolation. Therefore, H1 is
supported.
Hypothesis 2 stated that the contextual fear of isolation negatively predicts willingness to
express in online news discussions. A hierarchical multiple regression was first conducted to test
this hypothesis with sex, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and moral values as control variables.
Since the first three variables were measured in categorical scales, they were then dummy coded
into continuous variables to fit into the regression tests. The value of sex was recoded as Male =
1 and Female = 0.
For the recoding of ethnicity, a one-way ANOVA was first tested to understand the
difference of willingness to express in online news discussions among different ethnic groups.
The results indicated a significant difference (F (5, 524) = 4.51, p < .001) among the groups. A
post Hoc test using LSD approach further revealed significant differences between Caucasian
and several other groups such as African American (MDifference= -.90, p = .001), Asian American
(MDifference = -.61, p = .012), and other and mixed heritage (MDifference = -.84, p = .005). Therefore,
the variable of ethnicity was then recoded as Caucasian (66.6%) = 1 and Non-Caucasian (33.4%)
= 0.
Finally, for religious affiliation, a one-way ANOVA was tested, and the results indicated a
significant difference of willingness to express in online news discussions (F (5, 524) = 3.85, p
= .002) among different religious affiliation groups. A post Hoc test using LSD approach further
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revealed significant differences between the Non-religious and Catholic categories (MDifference=
-.41, p = .024) as well as Non-religious and Other (MDifference = -.74, p = .013). The affiliates of
the “Other” religions also demonstrated significantly higher willingness to express than all other
groups, including Protestant (MDifference = 1.21, p = .004), Christian (MDifference = .89, p = .003),
Catholic (MDifference = 1.15, p < .001), and Jewish (MDifference = 1.33, p = .002). Yet, it is
noteworthy that only 36 respondents identified themselves within this category and their
affiliated religions varied greatly (e.g., Buddhism, Muslim, Hinduism, and agnosticism). Their
willingness to express in online news discussions also showed a relatively high variance (3.39),
compared to Protestant (1.82), Christian (2.53), Catholic (2.59), Jewish (1.82), and the Nonreligious (2.62). Therefore, to more clearly reflect the above differences, the variable of religious
affiliation was further recoded as Religious (69.8%) = 1 and Non-religious (30.2%)= 0.
The result of hierarchical multiple regression after controlling for the effects of sex,
ethnicity, religious affiliation, and moral values indicated that the contextual fear of isolation
negatively predicted willingness to express in online news discussions (β = -.33, p < .001; see
Table 4.1.1). Thus, H2 is supported.
---------- Insert Table 4.1.1 about here ---------Additionally, to reflect the main idea of the SoS theory—individuals’ willingness to express
decreases when they find their opinions deviate from the majority, it is necessary to consider
whether the participants fell within the minority status when predicting the effect of the
contextual fear of isolation on willingness to express. To further identify the participants’
minority status, their attitude towards abortion was first re-categorized into three groups: Legal
(69.1%, n = 366), neutral (15.5%, n = 82), and illegal (15.5%, n = 82). Then, the participants’ recategorized attitude towards abortion was cross-checked with their assigned experimental
conditions regarding the valence of other commenters’ posts (i.e., pro-life vs. pro-choice).
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For the participants who were assigned to the condition against their attitude towards
abortion, their minority status was then coded as 1 (i.e., those who thought abortion was illegal
yet was assigned to the “pro-choice” conditions, and those who thought abortion was legal yet
was assigned to the “pro-life” conditions). On the contrary, the participants whose assigned
condition aligned to their attitude towards abortion were coded as -1 for their minority status
(e.g., those who thought abortion was illegal and was assigned to the “pro-life” conditions, and
those who thought abortion was legal and was assigned to the “pro-choice” conditions). The
participants whose attitude towards abortion was categorized as neutral were coded as 0.
Descriptive analysis demonstrated that 43.6% (n = 231) were the minority in their assigned
condition, 40.9% (n = 217) were with the majority, and 15.5% (n = 82) were neutral.
Hierarchical multiple regression tests controlling for the same variables (i.e., sex, ethnicity,
religious affiliation, and moral values) were then conducted to investigate the relationships
between minority status, the contextual fear of isolation, and willingness to express online. The
results demonstrated that minority status also had a significant, direct effect on willingness to
express (β = -.13, p = .002) but not on the contextual fear of isolation (β = .05, p = .297; see
Table 4.1.2).
---------- Insert Table 4.1.2 about here ---------Also, to further test whether minority status had an indirect effect on willingness to express
that was mediated by the contextual fear of isolation, a mediation test using Andrew Hayes’s
PROCESS Procedure for SPSS was conducted. The results showed that the indirect effect was
not significant (β = -.03, CI = [-.08, .02]). The findings indicate that both minority status and the
contextual fear of isolation were negative predictors on the willingness to express in online news
discussions, but the participants’ level of contextual fear of isolation was not affected by their
minority status. In other words, these two predictors affect the willingness of express
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independently. The above additional analyses again substantiate that the effect of the contextual
fear of isolation on willingness to express (H2) attained significance.
Moreover, RQ 1 tried to uncover whether the contextual fear of isolation serves as a
stronger predictor of willingness to express in online news discussions than the static, trait-like
fear of isolation. After controlling for the effects of sex, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and moral
values, the trait-like fear of isolation was also found to be a negative predictor of willingness to
express in online news discussions (β = -.12, p = .006). Yet, the effect size was smaller than that
of the contextual fear of isolation (β = -.33, p < .001) discovered in the hierarchical multiple
regression test for H2.
Furthermore, another hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to include both types
of fear of isolation as predictors in the same model. The results showed that, after controlling for
the same variables, only the contextual fear of isolation remained as a significant predictor of
willingness to express (β = -.37, p < .001; see Table 4.1.3). Based on the above analyses, the
contextual fear of isolation is confirmed to be more predictive of the online SoS phenomenon
than the trait-like fear of isolation.
---------- Insert Table 4.1.3 about here ---------Hypotheses 3 and 4, and RQs 2 and 3 investigated the influence of perceived anonymity in
the process of the spiral of silence in online news discussions. To test H3—perceived anonymity
negatively predicts the contextual fear of isolation—a hierarchical multiple regression
controlling for sex, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and moral values was conducted. The results
showed that perceived anonymity failed to be a significant predictor of the contextual fear of
isolation (β = .07, p = .110). Therefore, H3 is not supported.
To further uncover the relationships between the contextual fear of isolation and the three
types of perceived anonymity (i.e., self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform anonymity),
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RQ 2 asked about the relative magnitude of influence among the three types of perceived
anonymity on the contextual fear of isolation. A hierarchical multiple regression controlling for
the same variables mentioned above indicated that platform anonymity (M = 3.35, SD = 1.68)
had the largest effect size (β = .13, p = .113) than other-anonymity (M = 3.31, SD = 1.65; β =
-.06, p = .492) and self-anonymity (M = 3.45, SD = 1.66; β = .01, p = .920). However, consistent
with the result of H3, none of the three types of perceived anonymity significantly predicted the
contextual fear of isolation (Adjusted R2 = .003) and the magnitudes of these three types of
perceived anonymity on the contextual fear of isolation ranged from small to trivial.
On the other hand, H4 hypothesized that perceived anonymity positively predicts
willingness to express in online news discussions. The result of hierarchical multiple regression
after controlling the same variables mentioned above confirmed that perceived anonymity was a
significant predictor of willingness to express in online news discussions (β = .13, p = .002). The
finding thus suggests that H4 is supported (see Table 4.1.4).
---------- Insert Table 4.1.4 about here ---------Research Question 3 further delved into the relative magnitudes of influence among
perceived self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform anonymity on willingness to express in
online news discussions. A hierarchical multiple regression controlling for the same variables
mentioned above demonstrated that other-anonymity (M = 3.30, SD = 1.65) was marginally
predictive of willingness to express in online news discussions (β = .16, p = .052). However,
platform anonymity (M = 3.35, SD = 1.68) and self-anonymity (M = 3.45, SD = 1.66) showed the
effect sizes (platform anonymity: β = -.03, p = .743; self-anonymity: β = .004, p = .951) that were
relatively negligible. See Table 4.1.5.
---------- Insert Table 4.1.5 about here ---------Hypothesis 5, 6, and 7, and RQ 4 and 5 focused on the effects of the factors related to mass
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media on the online SoS phenomenon. Hypothesis 5 stated that perceived opinion congruity with
the media-reported dominant opinion positively predicts willingness to express in online news
discussions. The result of a hierarchical multiple regression—after controlling for the same
variables mentioned above—showed that the effect size was small and the prediction was not
significant (β = .02, p = .647). Hence, the finding fails to support H5.
On the other hand, H6 argued that perceived opinion congruity with the media-reported
dominant opinion negatively predicts perceived media hostility and bias (i.e., HMP).
Hierarchical multiple regression tests controlling for the same variables demonstrated that
opinion congruity with media was a negative predictor of HMP (β = -.13, p = .004). Therefore,
H6 is supported. Also, among the control variables, religion (β = .12, p = .013) and moral values
(β = -.11, p = .017) significantly predict HMP as well (see Table 4.1.6).
---------- Insert Table 4.1.6 about here ---------Furthermore, H7 stated that perceived media hostility and bias (HMP) positively predicts
willingness to express in online news discussions. After controlling for the same variables, the
results of hierarchical multiple regression test showed that the relationship was not significant (β
= .06, p = .171). Thus, H7 is not supported.
To answer RQ4 about the relationship between the stable, trait-like fear of isolation and
HMP, a Pearson correlation test was conducted. The result indicated that these two variables had
a negative but weak relationship, as the coefficient was small and did not reach statistical
significance (r = -.04, p = .197).
Finally, to further explore this set of variables, RQ5 queried the relationship between HMP,
the contextual fear of isolation, and willingness to express in online news discussions. To answer
this question, a Pearson correlation test was first conducted to test the relationship between HMP
and the contextual fear of isolation. The correlation coefficient turned out to be small and not
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significant (r = .01, p = .434). Next, a hierarchical multiple regression using both HMP and the
contextual fear of isolation as predictors and controlling for the same variables was used to test
the effects on willingness to express. The finding demonstrated that only the contextual fear of
isolation significantly predicted willingness to express (β = -.33, p < .001), not HMP (β = .06, p
= .114). See Table 4.1.7.
---------- Insert Table 4.1.7 about here ---------Hypothesis 8 and RQ 6 investigated the effects of perceived support from one’s reference
group. The former stated that perceived support from one’s reference group positively predicts
willingness to express in online news discussions. A hierarchical multiple regression controlling
for the same variables mentioned above was conducted. The results indicated that the predictive
effect of perceived support from one’s reference group on willingness to express was not
significant (β = .03, p = .464), failing to support H8.
Additional test was also conducted to further understand whether the participants’ minority
status moderates the influence of their perceived reference group support on their willingness to
express online. Andrew Hayes’s PROCESS Procedure for SPSS was employed to test the
moderation effect. The results again showed that only minority status was a significant predictor
(β = -.22, p = .003), whereas perceived reference group support failed to attain significance (β
= .05, p = .441). Moreover, the moderating effect was not found significant in predicting
willingness to express online (β = -.07, p = .297).
With regard to RQ6—if the effect of the contextual fear of isolation on willingness to
express is moderated by perceived support from one’s reference group, the contextual fear of
isolation and perceived reference group support were first standardized and then multiplied as a
new variable to test the queried moderating effect. Next, A hierarchical multiple regression was
conducted by entering the control variables in the first block, the contextual fear of isolation and
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perceived reference group support in the second block, and the moderating variable of the
contextual fear of isolation and perceived reference group support in the third block. The results
show that only the contextual fear of isolation had a direct effect on willingness to express (β =
-.33, p < .001), as perceived reference group support did not. However, the interaction of
contextual fear of isolation and perceived reference group support on the dependent variable was
significant (β = -.14, p < .001; see Table 4.1.8).
---------- Insert Table 4.1.8 about here ---------Figure 4.1.1 further demonstrates that among the individuals who have a lower level of
contextual fear of isolation, those who also perceive more reference group support regarding the
issue of abortion tended to be more willing to express their opinion, compared to those who
perceive less reference group support. Yet, there was a reverse tendency happening to the
individuals who have a higher level of contextual fear of isolation. Among them, those who
perceive more reference group support showed less willingness to express their opinion than
those who perceive lower reference group support. Therefore, to answer RQ6, perceived support
from one’s reference group was found to be a moderator of the effect of the contextual fear of
isolation on willingness to express.
---------- Insert Figure 4.1.1 about here ---------Hypothesis 9 and 10, and RQ7 and 8 queried the effects of online commenters’ opinions on
the SoS phenomenon in news discussions. The hypotheses together suggested a causal process in
which perceived opinion congruity with other commenters positively predicts perceived
immediate online support (H9), which in turn predicts willingness to express in online news
discussions (H10). A mediation test using Andrew Hayes’s PROCESS Procedure for SPSS was
conducted by entering perceived opinion congruity with other commenters as the independent
variable, willingness to express as the dependent variable, perceived immediate online support as
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mediator, and sex, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and moral values as control variables.
The result first showed that perceived opinion congruity with other commenters had a
significant, direct effect on perceived immediate online support (β = .88, p < .001) and on
willingness to express online (β = .18, p < .001). See Figure 4.1.2 (a). Second, when perceived
immediate online support was considered along with perceived opinion congruity with other
commenters in predicting willingness to express online, the former was a significant predictor (β
= .22, p = .012), but the latter became not significant (β = -.005, p = .95). See Figure 4.1.2 (b).
Moreover, the indirect effect of perceived opinion congruity with other commenters on
willingness to express—mediated by perceived immediate online support— was significant (β
= .17, CI = [.02, .30]). These findings indicated that perceived immediate online support fully
mediates the prediction of perceived opinion congruity with other commenters on willingness to
express in online news discussions. See Figure 4.1.2 (c). Thus, H9 and H10 are supported.
---------- Insert Figure 4.1.2 about here ---------Moreover, RQ7 asked if the effect of the contextual fear of isolation on willingness to
express is moderated by perceived immediate online support. The variable of perceived
immediate online support was first standardized and multiplied by the standardized variable of
the contextual fear of isolation as a new moderator variable. Next, a hierarchical multiple
regression was conducted by entering the control variables in the first block, the contextual fear
of isolation and perceived immediate online support in the second block, and the moderating
variable of the contextual fear of isolation and perceived immediate online support in the third
block. The result indicated that after controlling for sex, ethnicity, religion affiliation, and moral
values, both the contextual fear of isolation (β = -.33, p < .001) and perceived immediate online
support (β = .20, p < .001) have a direct effect on willingness to express. However, the
moderating effect was not found to be significant (β = .03, p = .423). In other words, perceived
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immediate online support did not moderate the effect of the contextual fear of isolation on
willingness to express.
Also, to answer RQ 8—which type of perceived social support is more predictive of the
willingness to express in online news discussions—a hierarchical multiple regression was
conducted. The control variables were entered in the first block, and both perceived support from
one’s reference group and perceived immediate online support were entered in the second block.
The results indicate that perceived immediate online support is a significant predictor (β = .21, p
< .001), but perceived support from one’s reference group was not (β = .03, p = .445). See Table
4.1.9.
---------- Insert Table 4.1.9 about here ---------Additional tests to understand whether the participants’ minority status moderates the
influence of their perceived immediate online support on their willingness to express online were
also performed. The results of a moderation test using Andrew Hayes’s PROCESS Procedure for
SPSS indicate that only perceived immediate online support was a significant predictor (β = .20,
p < .001) but minority status was not (β = .04, p = .674). Moreover, the interaction of minority
status and perceived immediate online support is not significantly predictive of willingness to
express online (β = -.01, p = .901).
Hypotheses 11, 12, and 13 investigated the influences of issue involvement on online SoS
phenomenon, First, H11 posited that issue involvement positively predicts willingness to express
in online news discussions. The result of hierarchical multiple regression—after controlling for
sex, ethnicity, religion affiliation, and moral values-- indicated that issue involvement
significantly predicted willingness to express online (β = .22, p < .001). Thus, H11 is supported
(see Table 4.1.10).
---------- Insert Table 4.1.10 about here ----------
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Moreover, H12 predicted that the influence of perceived opinion congruity with the
mediated dominant opinion on the perceived media hostility and bias (HMP) is moderated by
issue involvement. Issue involvement and perceived opinion congruity with the mediated
dominant opinion were first standardized and then multiplied as a new variable to test the
queried moderating effect. Next, a hierarchical multiple regression was conducted by entering
the control variables in the first block, issue involvement and perceived opinion congruity with
the mediated dominant opinion in the second block, and the moderating variable in the third
block. The results again confirmed that perceived opinion congruity with the mediated dominant
opinion had a direct effect on HMP (β = -.13, p = .004). Yet, issue involvement did not have a
significant direct effect on HMP (β = .01, p = .896), nor moderate the effect of perceived opinion
congruity on HMP (β = .04, p = .417). Therefore, H12 is not supported.
Hypothesis 13 predicted that the influences of perceived anonymity (self-anonymity, otheranonymity, and platform anonymity) on the contextual fear of isolation are moderated by issue
involvement. Two sets of hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to test this
hypothesis. First, perceived anonymity (as a composite variable that includes self-anonymity,
other-anonymity, and platform anonymity) was standardized and then multiplied by the
standardized variable of issue involvement to be a new variable testing the queried moderating
effect. Next, a hierarchical multiple regression was conducted by entering the control variables in
the first block, issue involvement and perceived anonymity in the second block, and the
moderating variable in the third block. The result demonstrated that issue involvement was a
significant predictor that negatively predicted the contextual fear of isolation (β = -.19, p < .001),
but failed to be a moderator that influenced the relationship between perceived anonymity and
the contextual fear of isolation (β = -.03, p = .516).
The second set of hierarchical multiple regressions broke down the perceived anonymity in
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to three types: self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform anonymity. Each type of
anonymity was standardized and then multiplied by the standardized variable of issue
involvement to be new variables testing the queried moderating effects. Then, a hierarchical
multiple regression was conducted by entering the control variables in the first block, issue
involvement and each type of perceived anonymity in the second block, and the moderating
variables in the third block. The result again showed that issue involvement had a direct effect on
the contextual fear of isolation, but was not a moderator that influenced any of the three types of
perceived anonymity on the contextual fear of isolation (self-anonymity: β = -.03, p = .679;
other-anonymity: β = .05, p = .619; platform anonymity: β = -.05, p = .590). To sum up, H13 fails
to be supported.
Hypothesis 14, 15 and Research Question 9 investigated the influence of online privacy
concerns. H14 predicted that privacy concerns would decrease the willingness to express in
online news discussions. After controlling for sex, ethnicity, religion affiliation, and moral
values, the results of hierarchical multiple regression demonstrated that privacy concerns
significantly predicted one’s willingness to express (β = .12, p = .006). Yet, the prediction was
positive rather than negative (see Table 4.1.11). Therefore, H14 fails to be supported.
---------- Insert Table 4.1.11 about here ---------Moreover, H15 predicted that the influence of perceived anonymity (self-anonymity, otheranonymity, and platform anonymity) on the contextual fear of isolation are moderated by privacy
concerns. Two sets of hierarchical multiple regressions were conducted. First, the variable of
privacy concerns was standardized and then multiplied by the standardized variable of perceived
anonymity (as a composite variable that includes self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform
anonymity). Next, a hierarchical multiple regression was conducted by entering the control
variables in the first block, privacy concerns and perceived anonymity in the second block, and
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the moderating variable in the third block. The results demonstrated that neither privacy concerns
(β= .03, p= .556) nor perceived anonymity (β = .07, p = .123) had a significant, direct effect on
the contextual fear of isolation. Also, the moderating effect was small and not significant (β =
-.06, p = .215).
The second set of hierarchical multiple regressions broke down the perceived anonymity in
to three types: self-anonymity, other-anonymity, and platform anonymity. The standardized
variable of privacy concerns was multiplied by each standardized type of anonymity variable to
create new variables in the test of the queried moderating effects. A hierarchical multiple
regression was then conducted by entering the control variables in the first block, privacy
concerns and each type of perceived anonymity in the second block, and the moderating
variables in the third block. The results again showed that none of the subtypes of anonymity—in
addition to privacy concerns—had a direct effect on the contextual fear of isolation (selfanonymity: β = .01, p = .91; other-anonymity: β = -.07, p = .46; platform anonymity: β = .13, p
= .11). Privacy concern was either not a moderator that influenced any of the three types of
perceived anonymity on the contextual fear of isolation (self-anonymity: β < .01, p = .99; otheranonymity: β = .03, p = .77; platform anonymity: β = -.09, p = .26). Thus, H15 fails to receive
support.
Furthermore, to answer RQ 9 about the relationship between privacy concerns and the
contextual fear of isolation, hierarchical multiple regression was conducted. After controlling for
sex, ethnicity, religion affiliation, and moral values, the results demonstrated that privacy
concerns positively predicted the contextual fear of isolation, but the effect size was small and
not significant (β = .03, p = .473).

4.2 The Collective Effects of the Predictors
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Based on the results of hypothesis testing and the analyses for research questions, the
factors that individually have a significant predictive effect on willingness to express in online
news discussions—after controlling for the effects of sex, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and
moral values—include the trait-like fear of isolation, the contextual fear of isolation, perceived
anonymity, perceived immediate online support, and issue involvement. To understand the
collective effects explained by the above predictors, further hierarchical multiple regression
analyses were conducted. The four control variables were entered in the first block, the trait-like
fear of isolation and issue involvement were entered next, and perceived anonymity, the
contextual fear of isolation, and perceived immediate online support were entered in the third
block.
The effects of these predictors together explained 23% of the variance (F (9, 520) = 18.07, p
< .001). To be more specific, contextual fear of isolation was found to be the strongest predictor
(β = -.34, p < .001), followed by perceived immediate online support (β = .18, p < .001) and
perceived anonymity (β = .13, p = .001). Moreover, issue involvement remained a significant
predictor (β = .16, p < .001), even when the variables in the third block were added in the model.
On the other hand, the trait-like fear of isolation was a significant predictor (β = -.09, p = .028)
only when the control variables were excluded, but no longer predictive (β = .07, p = .164) when
the third-block variables were added in the model. Lastly, among the control variables, ethnicity
(β = -.19, p < .001) and moral values (β = -.13, p = .007) again revealed significant, predictive
effects on willingness to express online. See Table 4.2.1.
---------- Insert Table 4.2.1 about here ----------
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Implications of the Major Findings
The present study examines the SoS phenomenon in online news discussions under the
mechanism of online news comments on the issue of abortion. Extending from the established
scholarly achievements over four decades (e.g., Glynn & McLeod, 1985; Hampton et al., 2014:
Hayes et al., 2011; Ho & McLeod, 2008; Noelle-Neumann, 1974; 1984; Salmon & Kline, 1985;
Scheufele et al., 2001), this study specifically investigates the application of the SoS theory to
the emerging communication context in five aspects, namely the core concept—the fear of
isolation, the influences of various degrees of anonymity in CMC, the impacts of mass media
related factors, the effects of different types of social support, and the effects of individual
differences. Results from statistical analyses demonstrate mixed support for the hypotheses as
well as profound answers to the research questions. To elaborate on the major findings, the
following subsection 5.1.1 focuses on their theoretical implications, whereas the subsection 5.1.2
provides the implications regarding methodology.

5.1.1. Theoretical implications
The fear of isolation. The research findings make a substantial step forward regarding the
conceptualization of the fear of isolation. In her original formulation of the SoS theory, NoelleNeumann (1984; 1993) only assumed that individuals experience the fear of isolation
continuously but did not explicate whether one’s level of such a fear remains stable across
different situations or may vary by external factors such as the communication context. This gray
area leads to split research perspectives regarding the fear of isolation as either a dispositional or
a contextual quality of individuals, resulting in inconsistent instruments developed for measuring
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this core concept in the SoS literature. This study tried to settle the controversy by measuring
both the participants’ dispositional and contextual fear of isolation. One the one hand, the result
substantiates a high correlation between these two variables. On the other hand, the contextual
fear of isolation is found to be a strong, negative predictor of an individual’s willingness to post
comments in an online news comment section, whereas the predictive effect of one’s stable, traitlike fear of isolation then turns out to be negligible. Therefore, the empirical evidence
demonstrates that both the dispositional and the contextual approaches explain some crucial
facets of the fear of isolation, yet the context-based fear appears to be more explanatory of
people’s unwillingness to express their opinions in that specific context.
As these findings indicate that one’s fear of isolation is not free from the influence of
communication contexts, the level of such a fear is also not likely to be constant. This study thus
helps clarify the gray area left in Noelle-Neumann’s attribution of this core concept. To
supplement her original assumptions, it is more appropriate to argue that although an individual
continuously experiences the fear of isolation across situations, the level of such fear may be
reduced or escalated under the influence of the given communication context. Methodologically,
moreover, the discrepancy in the predictive effects between the dispositional and the contextual
fear validates previous SoS studies that operationalized the participants’ fear of isolation as the
fear in the focal communication context (e.g., Glynn & Park, 1997; Lin & Salwen, 1997; Nekmat
& Gonzenbach, 2013). It also suggests the weakness of solely applying the trait-like approach of
the fear of isolation to predict individuals’ SoS tendency in a specific context or situation. In an
era where individuals interact with each other in a variety of communication platforms, the
influence of communication contexts on the SoS phenomenon emerges as a more practical issue
than it was decades ago, when the researchers mainly focused on homogeneous, face-to-face
scenarios. Validating the contextual fear of isolation and its effect not only strengthens the
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conceptual basis of the SoS theory but also—for this study in particular—provides a more direct
and stronger explanation for one’s willingness to be engaged or disengaged in online news
discussions.
Perceived online anonymity. In addition, this study reveals the influence of anonymity—a
major characteristic of online communication contexts—on individuals’ willingness to post
comments regarding the issue of abortion. Previous findings have drawn implications about the
potential of anonymous CMC in diminishing the SoS phenomenon, compared to FTF
interactions (e.g., Ho & McLeod, 2008) or to the SNSs in which the personal identity is disclosed
(e.g., Hampton et al., 2014). This study operationalizes online anonymity as the unidentifiability
of individuals’ information about their social media accounts, which if disclosed, can be used to
trace a variety of their online activities in history as well as the information about their off-line
identity and past activities. By manipulating three degrees of anonymity, this study further
substantiates the predicted relationship involving online anonymity on willingness to express in
online news discussions. Although there was not enough evidence to more subtly identify the
effects differentiated by one’s perceptions of self-, other-, and platform-anonymity, the results
confirmed an overall effect of anonymity in CMC that lessens the SoS phenomenon.
However, the role of online anonymity should be explained with caution. While this study
substantiates that perceived online anonymity fosters willingness to post comments, the findings
did not support the negative prediction of online anonymity on contextual fear of isolation,
which in turn affects willingness to express one’s opinion. Rather, contextual fear of isolation
and perceived anonymity tend to be two distinctive factors influencing the SoS phenomenon
online. In other words, the willingness of posting comments promoted by online anonymity does
not reflect the sense of deindividuation, which—argued by the Carnegie-Mellon University
scholars (e.g., Kiesler et al., 1984; Sproull & Kiesler, 1986)—would decrease the impacts of
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social norms and conformity on the users. Instead, the results reveal that the social-normative
influences (i.e., the fear of social isolation) on individuals may remain tenacious in cyberspace,
regardless how deindividualized one feels due to perceived anonymity. Thus, online anonymity
may be successful in reducing one’s social presence cues, but not the perceived pressure of social
sanctions.
The influence of anonymity did not warrant sufficient attention in the SoS literature until
this theory was extended from offline to online context. Yet, studies (e.g., Ho & McLeod, 2008;
Luarn & Hsieh, 2014) regarding the effect of online anonymity on the SoS phenomenon remain
preliminary. In particular, more research investigating different degrees of anonymity and one’s
perceived anonymity is required to reflect the continuous nature of this concept as well as
highlight the perceptual effects of being anonymous (Anonymous, 1998). The findings of this
study thus verify the influence of this technological factor with greater sensitivity towards one’s
willingness to express their opinions and further compare the magnitude of this influence and
other predictors. That is, one’s perceived online anonymity substantially promotes the likelihood
to post comments regarding abortion, although the effect size is not as large as one’s issue
involvement or perceived immediate online support from other commenters. To broaden the
generalizability of the SoS theory in different online contexts, this study therefore suggests that
influence of perceived anonymity needs to be considered as a substantial indicator of willingness
to express one’s opinion.
The effects of social support. Furthermore, this study contributes to the understanding of
the effects of social influence in the SoS literature. With the American scholarly pursuits focused
on validating the effect of social support from one’s reference group (e.g., friends and family) on
the SoS phenomenon, this study delves into the relationships among individuals’ perceived
reference group support, contextual fear of isolation, and willingness to express. In contrast to
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the previous findings (e.g., Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan, 1996), however, perceived reference
group support failed to directly predict one’s willingness to engage in opinion expression in
online news discussions. Instead, this variable was found to be a moderator of the effect of the
participants’ contextual fear of isolation on their willingness to express. That is, among the
individuals who have a lower level of contextual fear of isolation, those who also have greater
reference group support tended to be willing to express opinions even more, compared to those
who with less reference group support. On the other hand, for the individuals with a higher level
of contextual fear of isolation, having greater social support from family and friends did not
enable them to be more willing to express their opinions online.
The above results improve the understanding of the influence of reference group on the SoS
phenomenon in two respects. First, extending from the existing SoS research on social influence
that only investigates the main effects of the reference group support and the fear of isolation
(e.g., Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan, 1996), this study also examines the interaction effect of these
two factors. The results thus further demonstrate the limited extent to which the reference group
support may help decrease one’s SoS tendency. Second, extending the research focus of SoS
from offline to online, this study also suggests that the influence of reference group support on
the SoS phenomenon in cyberspace is not as significant as such influence in a non-mediated
context.
In addition to the reference group support, this study also identifies a new source of social
influence—the immediate online support that individuals perceive from other commenters. The
results confirm that individuals’ perceived opinion congruity with other commenters’ posts about
abortion predicts their perceived immediate online support from the commenters, which in turn
predicts their willingness to post their own opinions. This newly identified source of support
exemplifies the affordability of emotional support in online discussion settings that individuals
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may experience from the perceived homophily of other commenters’ background or attitude
(Campbell & Wright, 2002; High & Solomon, 2008; Wright, 2012), underlining a major
characteristic of online social support that the support is driven by a common interest shared
between the supporters and the receivers rather than an established relationship between them
(Walther & Boyd, 2002). As a large number of SoS studies verifying the effect of reference
group support focus on non-mediated communication contexts (e.g., Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan,
1996), such rather homogenous scenarios of the SoS phenomenon did not promote discoveries of
other potential sources of social influence. This study introduces the immediate online social
support from other commenters as another branch of social influence that occurs in cyberspace,
expanding the understanding of social influence in the SoS literature.
As the participants’ willingness to express is directly affected by their perceived immediate
online support but not by their perceived reference group support, the results indicate that the
former is a stronger social influence on the individuals in online news discussions. While Moy et
al. (2001) characterized the “micro-climates” as the opinion climates within one’s reference
group and the “macro-climates” as the climates from a larger base of individuals (e.g., people in
the society in general), this new identified source of support from other commenters does not fit
in either of these two labels well. Therefore, to draw a distinction between the immediate online
support from other commenters and the support from one’s family and friends, the former can be
seen as the “nearby” support, whereas the latter tends to be relatively distant. The findings thus
suggest the more instantaneous the support is perceived by individuals at a given moment, the
greater the influence it exerts. Such immediate online support from other commenters—that is,
strangers—even outweighs the support from the individuals’ friends and family in influencing
the individuals’ willingness of opinion articulation, indicating that the more influential social
support does not always come from one’s strong-tie relationships.
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The not significant effect of reference group support may also be due to the nature of the
issue that this study addresses. As abortion is less likely to be brought up in a casual conversation
between friends or among family members, it may be hard for individuals to gauge the amount
of support they would have from their reference group. On the other hand, when this issue is in
the spotlight of an online news discussion, the congruous opinions from other commenters
represent the most immediate and observable social support. This type of support may thus
become more influential in backing up the like-minded individuals to voice out online.
To sum up, by including this online commenter support into examination, this study
multiplies the sources of social influence discussed in the SoS research. The source of influence
from other online users has become more prevalent as there are more online platforms (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, and so on) emerging to enable individuals to make their comments to
a post as well as view comments made by others. Furthermore, this social influence in the form
of online social support is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, a discussion thread with a
favorable opinion climate encourages individuals to jump on board and make their own
comments. On the other hand, it is where the SoS phenomenon may occur when the individuals
perceive less immediate online support from the discussion thread of a post for them to articulate
their opposing views. As they remain silent and withhold their views, the discussion thread that
consists of massive one-sided perspectives tend to produce an impression—which is actually
more or less biased—that those comments represent the voice of the majority. When important
social issues are discussed in cyberspace with biased dominant public opinions, not only a false
impression of a social consensus tends to dissemble the existing conflicts in reality but the
alterative voices are likely to be prevented from more meaningful conversations in the society.
The effects of individual differences. Other findings also demonstrate the effects of
individual differences and mass media related variables on the online SoS phenomenon in
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cyberspace with mixed results. First, the individuals’ issue involvement regarding abortion is
found to be a positive predictor of their willingness to express in online news discussions,
aligning with the results from previous studies (e.g., Ho et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014; Louis et
al., 2010; Salmon & Neuwirth, 1990; Willnat et al., 2002). Also, this study verifies that the
individuals’ issue involvement negatively predicts their contextual fear of isolation. The results
together explain that as people get more involved in the issue of abortion, they become less
fearful of social isolation and, therefore, are more willing to join into the discussion about
abortion.
Second, in terms of the participants’ online privacy concerns, this study fails to substantiate
the relationships among this factor, the perceived anonymity, their contextual fear of isolation,
and their willingness to express in online news discussions. The results mainly suggest that the
individuals’ psychological need for personal information privacy and their fear of being social
isolated in the online discussion settings may not have much in common. In addition, the
individuals’ online privacy concerns are found to positively predict their willingness of opinion
expression, contradicting what this study originally hypothesized. The positive association also
contrasts the previous findings of a negative correlation between individuals’ perceived privacy
risks and their willingness to disclose (e.g., Myerscough, et al., 2006; Youn, 2005). This
unexpected result probably echoes Taddicken’s (2014) argument that the Internet users’ concerns
about online privacy are not quite reflected on their behaviors in cyberspace. In other words,
even though online users agree with the importance of online privacy they may not be wary of
the potential risks in their actual Internet use. It is also likely that the relationship between the
individuals’ online privacy concerns and their willingness to express may be confounded by
some third variables such as their efficacy for Internet use (e.g., Yao et al., 2007). As the effect of
online privacy concerns on the SoS phenomenon found in this study draws more questions than
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conclusions, the potential confounding factors and their influences on this prediction are worth
further exploring.
The effects of mass media. Finally, the findings reveal that the effects of mass media on
the online SoS phenomenon are rather trivial. This study examines the SoS phenomenon in
online news comments, which not only highlight a major characteristic of CMC that converges
multiple sources of messages (i.e., the messages from the news media and the netizens) but also
demonstrates how traditional mass media content is integrated into cyberspace (i.e., in the form
of “online news reports”). Although the results show that the participants’ opinion congruity with
the media report about an opinion poll on abortion significantly decreases their perceived media
biases and hostility, neither the former nor the latter variable subsequently predicts the
participants’ willingness of opinion expression. The relationships between individuals’ hostility
media perception and their trait-like and contextual fear of isolation are also found not
significant.
By adopting a multi-aspect research framework of the SoS (McQuail & Windahl, 1993),
this study suggests that the media report of an opinion poll is much less influential for the SoS
phenomenon in online news discussions, compared to the individuals’ fear of isolation in this
specific context, their perception of others’ comments and the social influence resulting from
those comments (i.e., online social support), the feature of the online mechanism (i.e.,
anonymity), and the individual difference in issue involvement. Tracking the long scholarly
debates regarding the role of mass media in the SoS literature, Noelle-Neumann (1973; 1984;
1993) emphasized that mass media is a powerful influence on public opinion when the SoS
theory was developed. Yet, empirical studies later identified that the media influence only
partially explains the individuals’ willingness of opinion expression when other aspects such as
the social influence from their reference group are also considered (e.g., Moy et al., 2001;
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Oshagan, 1996). In the age where the Internet converges the emerging and traditional media
platform—as well as multiple sources of information for its users—this study further argues that
the reports from mass media are rather negligible in shaping an opinion climate for the
individuals to estimate the risks and benefits of articulating their own viewpoints.

5.1.2. Methodological implications
This study employed an experimental design to test the proposed research hypotheses and
questions. Although surveys have been widely adopted in the SoS research since this foreign
theory was imported to the U.S. (e.g., Hampton et al., 2014; Lasorsa, 1991; Willnat et al., 2002),
this study chose the method that is actually in line with Noelle-Neumann’s (1984; 1993)
technique originally used for her SoS investigations—the “train test.” Noelle-Neumann (1993)
categorized her train test as a method of “field experiment” in contrast to the experiments
conducted in laboratories. This technique is a mixture of experimental and survey designs, as it
compares the outcomes between experimental and control groups but collects data via interviews
in natural settings to enable a higher level of external validity and a more representative sample
of the general populations.
Despite some slight modifications occasionally done for fitting the train test in different
focal issues, this technique mainly includes the following steps. First, the participants are either
assigned to the experimental group or the control group. Second, the participants in the
experimental group are instructed to fulfill a sentence-completion task as treatment, in which
they see a conversation of two people on a sketch. The Person A addresses a strong personal
view on the focal issue (e.g., “smoking in the presence of nonsmokers”) in two sentences, and
the Person B responds with a sentence beginning with: “Well, I…”. The participants are then
asked to complete the sentence with their own words and thoughts. According to Noelle-
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Neumann (1993), this task would serve as a potential “threat of social isolation” to the
participants whose opinion goes against the Person A. Then, both groups of participants are
interviewed to estimate what the dominant opinion in society regarding that focal issue may be.
Next, proceeding to the core of this design, all of the participants are asked to imagine that they
are on a five-hour train ride, and someone in their compartment initiates a conversation about the
focal issue with a strong personal viewpoint. They are then asked, “would you want to join in
this conversation, or would you not think it worth your while?”
Based on the results, Noelle-Neumann (1984; 1993) found that for the participants in the
experimental group who perceived the threat of social isolation from the sentence-completion
task (i.e., the “Person A” addressed an opinion which is against the participants’), they were less
likely to partake in the conversation on the train. On the other hand, for those who received the
treatment and held the viewpoint congruent with the “Person A” in the same task, they then
expressed a higher level of willingness to join into the discussion in the train compartment. In
other words, the findings generally support the SoS theory.
After nearly four decades since Noelle-Neumann’s design of the train test, the prevalent
accessibility of the Internet and the efficient distribution of online questionnaires make field
experiments more feasible and manageable. Specifically, the participants are free to fill out the
questionnaires using their own electronic devices at any time and place, as long as the Internet is
connected. Such flexibility reinforces Noelle-Neumann’s intention of collecting data in a natural
setting where the respondents’ reactions are more real and genuine. In addition, the function of
randomization built in the online research software ensures a random assignment of the
participants and allows relatively equalized number of responses for each condition (see Figure
3.5.1), alleviating the threat of selection biases that commonly occur in the experiments without
rigorous laboratory controls. The above features supported by online research tools augment the
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strengths of field experiments, which promote this study to follow Noelle-Neumann’s model in
its research design.
Moreover, as a major goal of this study is to verify the influence of different degrees of
anonymity provided by online news comment sections on individuals’ SoS tendency,
experimental approaches appear to be more suitable than survey methods. Although the SoS
theory does not suggest any research method more intrinsically desirable, the survey-based and
the experimental studies have demonstrated their respective strengths in the literature. That is,
the former excels in contributing fruitful understanding regarding individuals’ willingness of
opinion expression in association with their relatively natural behaviors (e.g., the SNSs use;
Hampton et al., 2014) and attitudes (e.g., perceived importance of the issue; Moy et al., 2001),
whereas the latter enables variable manipulations to provide profound evidence on the factors
that affect one’s willingness of opinion expression (e.g., Gearhart & Zhang, 2014; Ho &
McLeod, 2008; Hwang, Kim, & Huh, 2014; Neubaum, & Krämer, 2016; Woong Yun & Park,
2011). Given that this study aims to observe the participants’ responses in the conditions that
they may not usually get involved in their real life, an experiment turned out to be more ideal to
achieve the research goal.
The adoption of an experimental design also spares this study scholarly doubts on
methodological legitimacy regarding employing surveys in the SoS research. Salmon and Glynn
(1996) pointed out that when investigating the SoS phenomenon about a given issue, the survey
interview itself may be an unwanted interference that discourage the people holding an opinion
deviant from the majority to participate in the study and express their opposing view to a stranger
(i.e., the researcher). Despite the fact that not all of the experiments are free from suffering such
a weakness, this scholarly concern reminds the importance of reducing the researcher
interference as well as ensuring anonymous responses particularly in the SoS research. With the
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use of online research tools for data collection, this study was able to eliminate the chance of a
direct interaction between the researcher and the participants and warrant a high level of
respondent anonymity.
Furthermore, a few modifications of Noelle-Neumann’s original train test were made to
increase this study’s external validity. The hypothetical scenario of a conversation on a five-hour
train ride has not only been criticized as a less common experience to the U.S. respondents
(Salmon & Glynn, 1996), but is also essentially subject to individual participants’ imagination.
Since this study investigates the SoS phenomenon in online news discussions under the
mechanism of online news comments, the comments threads themselves demonstrate a
communication context that is both realistic and familiar to the research participants. Thus, this
study replaced the train-ride scenario with three pieces of online news comments on the issue of
abortion before testing the viewers’ willingness of opinion expression. Also, to simplify the
procedure, the sentence-completion task in Noelle-Neumann’s original design was removed.
Instead, this study manipulated the valence of the three online news comments to be either prolife or pro-choice in the experimental design. Therefore, for the participants assigned to the
conditions in which the three comments expressed the opinions on abortion opposing their own
opinion (i.e., the pro-life participants viewing the pro-choice comments and the pro-choice
participants viewing the pro-life comments), those comments would serve as a threat of social
isolation—which shares the same purpose with Noelle-Neumann’s (1993) original idea. With the
above changes in the research design, the participants were expected to be brought to a setting
closer to their real-life experiences of reading online news comments.
Finally, as this study examines the SoS phenomenon in online news discussions, the
research design using web questionnaires enabled the research stimuli (i.e., the simulated online
news article and the attached comments) to be presented in a higher degree of authenticity. This
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application demonstrates that online experiments can in fact enhance the external validity—
which used to be a major issue of experimental designs in general—of research, especially for
the studies focusing on online communication.
To sum up, this study adopts Noelle-Neumann’s (1984; 1993) model of field experiment in
its research design. The strengths of this research method have been improved further, owing to
the advanced features that online research tools afford. With proper modifications of her train
test, this study also overcomes the weaknesses of this research technique and turns online field
experiment into a better fit.

5.2. Limitations and Future Directions
This study analyzes the factors influencing the SoS phenomenon in online news discussions
with a sample of college students. According to the statistics regarding the demography of U.S.
Internet users (Pew Research Center, 2017a), this sample is valid, as college students fall in the
age group (“between 18 and 29”) and the educational levels (“some college” and “college
graduate”) that show the highest percentage of Internet use. However, it would be unsurprising to
see the online news commenters with more diverse demographic backgrounds, since this
mechanism of news discussion is widely applied in various online platforms and the barriers to
posting comments online are relatively low. Therefore, future research may replicate the main
findings from this study by using a broader sample of multiple populations, such as the
subscribers of nytimes.com (The New York Times) or Yahoo news readers. The results are
expected to draw more substantial conclusions that represent the online news discussion
participants.
Moreover, this study employs a cross-sectional research design to test the predictors of the
SoS phenomenon in online news discussions. By simplifying the research scale as well as the
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course of data collection, this study did not consider the changes of an opinion flow over time
that may recast the opinion climate of a public issue and in turn influence the individuals’
willingness of opinion expression. To highlight the dynamic nature of the SoS (e.g., Glynn &
McLeod, 1984), future studies may thus attempt to conduct observations in multiple time
periods. The results will help capture more nuances of the process in which the individuals
decide to post their comments on a public issue online.
Lastly, this study only measures the participants’ willingness to post their own opinion in
online news comments as an indicator of the individuals’ SoS tendency in public. Although
posting comments straightforwardly demonstrates one’s opinion expression in cyberspace,
various functions—such as sharing a post and the thumbs-up and thumbs-down buttons—also
allow online users to reveal their value and attitude regarding an issue to some extent. Expressing
opinions via these avenues are less direct and blunt than posting a comment, but individuals with
a deviant voice may take advantage of these alternative ways to subtly “speak out” instead of
remaining silent. Therefore, future studies on the SoS phenomenon in cyberspace may also focus
on the influences of the fear of isolation, online anonymity, and perceived opinion climate on
using these alternative avenues for expressing opinions as well as compare user willingness of
engaging in each avenue. This approach of “active audience” will help further delve into the
strategies for individuals to articulate their voice under a favorable and unfavorable opinion
climate, bringing the understanding of individuals’ participation in online discussions to a fuller
light.

5.3. Conclusion
Although SoS theory represents one of the penitential mass communication theories, it has
generated considerable theoretical debate. Following the discoveries of the effects of
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interpersonal influence contributed by the U.S. scholars to supplement the original theory (e.g.,
Glynn & Park, 1997; Krassa, 1988; Moy et al., 2001; Oshagan, 1996), this study explicated the
core concept—the fear of isolation—for a more fundamental understanding of the nature and the
extent of this emotional impact on individuals’ opinion expression in public. Based on Hayes et
al.’s (2011) summation of two existing scholarly perspectives regarding this concept—as either a
trait-like or a state quality—this study further clarified the grey area left in Noelle-Neumann’s
(1991; 1993) formulation by validating that the magnitude of one’s fear of isolation varies by
communication context. The finding thus strengthens the conceptualization of the SoS theory and
suggests a better approach to measure the fear of isolation and explore its relationships with
other variables in future empirical studies.
Extending the SoS research from offline contexts to online news discussions, this study also
identifies the effects of contextual fear of isolation, online anonymity, social influences, mass
media, and issue involvement on the SoS phenomenon in an integrative manner. Study results
reveal that the contextual fear of isolation and the perceived anonymity of online news comment
section serve as two substantial factors that affect individuals’ willingness to post their own
opinions. Although these two factors were not found to be correlated, failing to replicate the
Carnegie-Mellon University scholars’ prediction of online anonymity on uninhibited emotional
expressions (e.g., Kiesler et al., 1984; Sproull & Kiesler, 1986), this finding sheds light on
individuals’ physical and informational unidentifiability afforded by online anonymity that
promotes their willingness to express an opinion. Since individuals’ concerns about their identity
disclosure tend to be another important factor in the SoS phenomenon, online anonymity
deserves more extensive exploration.
Moreover, while the opinion climate shaped by other commenters also contributes to the
individuals’ intention of opinion expression, the predictive effects of the climates derived from
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one’s reference group and the media reports are found to be relatively limited. These results
update our understanding about the influence of perceived opinion climate on one’s SoS
tendency in this Information Age, where people have access to more message sources for the
public opinion of a given issue. Specifically, the traditional sources of influence (i.e.,
interpersonal and mass media) lose their existing advantage to the online fellow commenters in
supporting individuals to voice out their own opinions in cyberspace. This immediate online
social support indicates the power of influence from weak-tie relationships and helps explain
why the like-minded views are easily cultivated in online discussions.
From the perspective of public opinion research, furthermore, this study draws an
alternative approach in investigating the uses and effects of online news comments. As a
communication context that mainly invites online users to express viewpoints about current
events happening in the larger society, the mechanism of online news comments and the opinion
climate it shapes serve as an indicator of the public opinion of a given issue. On the basis of the
SoS theory, this study points out the internal and external factors that influence individuals’
willingness to post comments. These factors suggest the potential causes of a biased opinion
climate regarding an issue that could be falsely represented as the majority view. Since public
opinion not only reflects the reality but also constructs it, the false impression of a majority view
may result in misled attitudes and actions at both the individual and the societal level. Extending
from well-discussed topics such as uncivil use (e.g., Brooks & Lutton, 2015; Loke, 2013; Silva,
2013) and user motives (e.g., Springer, Engelmann & Pfaffinger, 2015; Wu & Atkin, 2017),
therefore, researchers of online news comments may shift to undertake more examinations on
reader perception and interpretation of the opinions posted in this mechanism to further
understand the influences of the public opinion circulated in cyberspace.
Finally, with regard to the practice of online news comment sections, this study suggests a
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higher degree of user anonymity as a major incentive to embrace more diverse voices about a
news event. Although online news media these days are more prone to limit such anonymity by
allowing only registered, logged-in users to post comments for reducing uncivil uses such as
swearing and trolling, these platforms should be aware of the perceived risks of identity
disclosure that easily dampen some individuals’ willingness to post their opinions. In fact, the
providers of online news comment sections may consider affording multiple news discussion
avenues with various degrees of user anonymity to warrant the diversity as well as the quality of
opinion expression. In other words, in addition to the current design of user-specified comment
posting function, online news media can increase the features for anonymous opinion expression
such as anonymous emoji “reactions” to the news articles and anonymous rating of the
comments. After all, it is wise to balance between the user anonymity and responsibility in
cyberspace to continuingly protect the precious asset of the freedom of speech that this country
has proudly held for centuries.
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Table 3.6.1.
One-Way ANOVA Results with Three Types of Perceived Anonymity as Dependent Variables
Types of Anonymity

n

M

SE

530

3.45

.07

Low anonymity

182

2.81

.12

Med anonymity

174

3.17

.11

High anonymity

174

4.39

.11

530

3.31

.07

Low anonymity

182

2.43

.10

Med anonymity

174

3.01

.11

High anonymity

174

4.53

.10

Platform anonymity

530

3.35

.07

Low anonymity

182

2.47

.12

Med anonymity

174

3.03

.11

High anonymity

174

4.60

.11

Self-anonymity

Other-anonymity

MS

F

p

Partial η2

121.58

52.92

.000

.17

209.20

107.57

.000

.29

214.48

106.03

.000

.29
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Table 3.6.2.
Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations of Major Predictor Variables
1
1. Trait-like fear of isolation

2

3

4

5

6

--

3. Perceived Anonymity

.10*

.06

--

4. Opinion congruity with media

-.01

-.03

.04

--

-.01 .14**

.05

--

**

.06

5. Opinion congruity with commenters

.05

6. HMP

-.04

.01

.08 -.14

7. Reference support

-.04

-.06

-.06 .26**

8. Immediate online support
9. Issue involvement
10. Online privacy concerns

8

9

10

-.54**

2. Contextual fear of isolation

7

.03

**

-.03 .13

-.06 -.15**

-.02 .12**
**

.06 .87

-.07 .21**

--

.03
*

.04

--.01

--

-.04 .19**

.05

**

--

.06 .12**

.07

.02

.08

-.03

.09

.13

-.07

M

3.90

3.85

3.37

4.32

3.42

3.83

4.79

3.45

4.43

3.75

SD

.92

.95

1.52

1.22

1.81

1.03

1.21

1.93

1.13

1.30

* p < .05; ** p < .01

--
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Table 4.1.1.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Contextual Fear of Isolation on Willingness to Express
in Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2
Contextual fear of isolation
2

Total R

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.11***
-.33***
.15***
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Table 4.1.2.
Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Minority Status on the Contextual Fear of Isolation and
on Willingness to Express in Online News Discussions
Contextual fear of isolation
Predictor

β

Block 1

Willingness to express

2

ΔR

β

.01

.04**

Sex (Male)

-.06

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

.07

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

-.01

.01

Moral values

.02

-.13**

Block 2
Minority status
Total R2
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

.00
.05

ΔR2

.02**
-.13**

.001

.06***
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Table 4.1.3.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Contextual Fear of Isolation and Trait-like Fear of
Isolation on Willingness to Express in Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2

.11***

Trait-like fear of isolation

.08

Contextual fear of isolation

-.37***

2

Total R

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.15***
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Table 4.1.4.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Perceived Anonymity on Willingness to Express in
Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2
Perceived anonymity
Total R2
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.02**
.13**
.06***
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Table 4.1.5.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Three Types of Perceived Anonymity on Willingness to
Express in Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

ΔR2
.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2

.02**

Self-anonymity

.004

Other-anonymity

.16†

Platform anonymity

-.03

Total R2
†p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

.06***
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Table 4.1.6.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Perceived Congruity with Media-reported Dominant
Opinion on HMP
Predictor

β

Block 1

.02*

Sex (Male)

.03

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.07

Religion (Religious)

.12*

Moral values

-.12*

Block 2
Media opinion congruity
Total R2
* p < .05; ** p < .01

ΔR2

.02**
-.13**
.03**
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Table 4.1.7.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Contextual Fear of Isolation and HMP on Willingness
to Express in Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2

.11***

Contextual fear of isolation

-.33***

HMP

.06

2

Total R

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.15***
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Table 4.1.8.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting the Moderating effect of Perceived Reference Group
Support on the Prediction of Contextual Fear of Isolation on Willingness to Express in Online
News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2

.11***

Contextual fear of isolation

-33***

Reference group support

.01

Block 3
Contextual fear of isolation x

ΔR2

.02***
-.14***

Reference group support
Total R2
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

.18***
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Table 4.1.9.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Perceived Support from One’s Reference Group and
Perceiving Immediate Online Support on Willingness to Express in Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2

.05***

Reference group support

.03

Immediate online support

.21***

2

Total R

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.09***
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Table 4.1.10.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Issue Involvement on Willingness to Express in Online
News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2
Issue involvement
Total R2
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.04***
.22***
.09***
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Table 4.1.11.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Online Privacy Concerns on Willingness to Express in
Online News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2
Online privacy concerns
Total R2
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.01**
.12**
.06***
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Table 4.2.1.
Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Research Predictors on Willingness to Express in Online
News Discussions
Predictor

β

Block 1

.05***

Sex (Male)

.02

Ethnicity (Caucasian)

-.19***

Religion (Religious)

.01

Moral values

-.13**

Block 2

.05***

Trait-like fear of isolation

-.09*

Issue involvement

.21***

Block 3

.14***

Perceived anonymity

.13**

Contextual fear of isolation

-.34***

Immediate online support

.18***

2

Total R

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <.001

ΔR2

.23***
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Figure 1.1.1. A model of the Spiral of Silence. Reprinted from D. McQuail and S. Windahl,
1993, Communication models 2nd ed,” pp. 117. Copyright 1993 by Longman.
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Figure 2.5.1. Research Model of This Current Study. “＋”= hypothesized positive prediction or correlation; “－”= hypothesized
negative prediction; “M”= hypothesized moderator effect; “？”= research question.
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Figure 3.5.1. The Distribution of the Experimental Conditions.
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Figure 3.5.2. The Distribution of the Participants’ Ethnicity.
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Figure 3.5.3. The Distribution of the Participants’ Religious Affiliation.
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Figure 3.5.4. The Distribution of the Participants’ Attitude towards Abortion.
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Figure 4.1.1. Moderating Effect of Perceived Reference Group Support on the Prediction of
Contextual Fear of Isolation on Willingness to Express in Online News Discussions.
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Figure 4.1.2. Mediating Effect of Perceived Immediate Online Support on the Prediction of
Opinion Congruity with Other Commenters on Willingness to Express in Online News
Discussions.
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Total effect of opinion congruity with other commenters on willingness to express online:
β = .16, p < .001
Indirect effect of opinion congruity with other commenters on willingness to express
online: β = .17, CI = [.02, .30].
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Appendix 1: Research Stimulus- News Article
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Appendix 2: Research stimulus- Online News Comments
Condition 1: High anonymity/ Pro-choice
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Condition 2: Med anonymity/ Pro-choice
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Condition 3: Low anonymity/ Pro-choice
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Condition 4: High anonymity/ Pro-life
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Condition 5: Med anonymity/ Pro-life
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Condition 6: Low anonymity/ Pro-life
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire
Questions

Format
--- Page 1 ---

1. What is your biological sex?

Male
Female
Other (please specify):_______

2. How would you describe your ethnicity?

Caucasian
Hispanic
African American
Native American
Asian American
Asian-Pacific Islander
Other or mixed heritage (please
specify): ________

3. How would you describe your religious affiliation?

Protestant
Christian
Catholic
Jewish
Mormon
Not religious
Other (please specify):
_______

--- Page 2 --Trait-like fear of isolation
(6 items; Ho & McLeod, 2008; Scheufele et al., 2001)
For each of the following questions, please check the phrase 1 (Strongly disagree) to
that best describes you.
7 (Strongly agree)
4. I worry about being isolated if people disagree with me.
5. I avoid telling other people what I think when there’s a
risk they’ll avoid me if they knew my opinion.
6. I do not enjoy getting into arguments.
7. Arguing over controversial issues improves my
intelligence.
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8. I enjoy a good argument over a controversial issue.
9. I try to avoid getting into arguments.
--- Page 3 --Moral values
(12 items; Padilla-Walker & Jensen, 2015)
For each of the following questions, please check the phrase 1 (Strongly disagree) to
that best describes you.
7 (Strongly agree)
10. I should take responsibility for myself.
11. I should try to achieve my personal goals.
12. I should be fair to other individuals.
13. I should respect other individuals’ rights.
14. I should take care of my family.
15. I should be cooperative.
16. I should know my place or role in a group.
17. I should strive for social harmony.
18. I should aim for spiritual salvation.
19. I should aim to live a holy life.
20. I should follow God’s law.
21. I should strive for spiritual purity.
--- Page 4 --Privacy concerns
(17 items; Taddicken, 2010)
For each of the following questions, please check the phrase 1 (Not at all) to 7 (Completely)
that best describes you.
22. In general, how concerned are you about your privacy
while using the Internet?
23. Are you concerned about online organizations not being
who they claim they are?
24. Are you concerned that you are asked for too much
personal information when you register or make online
purchases?
25. Are you concerned about online identity theft?
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26. Are you concerned about people online not being who
they say they are?
27. Are you concerned about people you do not know
obtaining personal information about you from your
online activities?
28. Are you concerned that personal content that you store
securely in the Internet (e.g. photos) can be viewed by
others?
29. Are you concerned that information about you could be
found on an old computer?
30. Are you concerned about who might access your
medical records electronically?
31. Are you concerned that an email you send may be read
by someone other than the person to whom you sent it?
32. Are you concerned that an email you send someone may
be inappropriately forwarded to others?
33. Are you concerned that an email you send someone may
be printed out in a place where others can see it?
34. Are you concerned that a computer virus could send out
emails in your name?
35. Are you concerned about emails you receive not being
from whom they claim to be?
36. Are you concerned that an email containing a seemingly
legitimate address may be fraudulent?
37. Are you concerned that if you use your credit card to
buy something on the Internet, your credit card number
will be obtained/intercepted by someone else?
38. Are you concerned that if you use your credit card to
buy something on the Internet, your card will be
mischarged?
--- Page 5 --Issue involvement
(10 items; Kim et al., 2014; Willnat et al., 2002;
Zaichkowsky, 1985)
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For each of the following questions, please check the phrase 1 (Strongly disagree) to
that best describes you on the issue of abortion.
39. This is an important issue.
40. I am familiar with this issue.
41. I am interested in this issue.
42. I think about this issue all the time.
43. This issue is of concern to me.
44. This issue is relevant to me.
45. This issue matters to me.
46. I think this is a salient issue in society.
47. I would like to discuss this issue with someone else.

7 (Strongly agree)

48. This issue is significant to me.
49. What is your general attitude towards abortion?

Illegal in all circumstances
Illegal in most circumstances
Legal in most circumstances
Legal in all circumstances
Neutral

Perceived social support from reference group
(2 item; Glynn & Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001)
50. To what extent do you think your family would support
your opinion on the issue of abortion?
51. To what extent do you think your friends would support
your opinion on the issue of abortion?

1 (Not at all) to 7 (Completely)

--- Page 6 --Please read the following news article.
[Show the news article]
Manipulation check for the news article:
Please answer the following questions.
52. The poll reported in this news article indicates that 50%
of Americans are “pro-choice” on abortion, while 44%
of which are “pro-life”.
53. According to the poll of 2015, 46% of the female
respondents and 54% of the male respondents identified
themselves as pro-choice on abortion.

Yes/ No
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Perceived opinion congruity with the media content
(1 item; Glynn & Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001)
54. To what extent do you think your opinion is congruent
with the poll results reported in this news article?

1 (Not at all) to 7 (Completely)

Perceived media hostility and bias
(3 items; self-generated)
For each of the following questions, please check the phrase
that best describes you.

1 (Strongly disagree) to
7 (Strongly agree)

55. The news coverage about this issue is biased.
56. The poll results about this issue are biased.
57. The journalist responsible for this news article is biased.
--- Page 7--Please read the following comments that were attached to the news article you previously read.
[Show the online news comments]
Manipulation check for the online news comments:
-- The valence and inter-congruity of the online news
comments
Please Answer the following questions:
58. Overall, these three online news comments share a
similar viewpoint on abortion.
59. Overall, these three comments support abortion rights.

Yes/ No
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Manipulation check for the online news comments:
--Perceived anonymity
(3 items; Qian & Scott, 2007)
For each of the following questions, please check the phrase
that best describes you.
60. To what extent do you think this comment section is
anonymous?
61. To what extent do you think the commenters who posted
their comments are anonymous?
62. If you would like to post your comment, to what extent

1 (Totally identifiable) to
7 (Totally anonymous)

do you think you are anonymous?
Perceived opinion congruity with the commenters
(1 item; Glynn & Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001)
63. To what extent do you think these commenters
expressed the same opinions as you hold on the issue of
abortion?

1 (Not at all) to 7 (Completely)

Perceived social support from the commenters
(1 item; Glynn & Park, 1997; Moy et al., 2001)
64. To what extent do you think these commenters would
support your opinion on the issue of abortion?

1 (Not at all) to 7 (Completely)

--- Page 8 --Contextual fear of isolation
(6 items; Ho & McLeod, 2008; Scheufele et al., 2001)
For each of the following questions, please check the phrase 1 (Strongly disagree) to
that best describes you.
7 (Strongly agree)
65. In this online news discussion, I worry about being
isolated if people disagree with me.
66. In this online news discussion, I avoid telling other
people what I think when there’s a risk they’ll avoid me
if they knew my opinion.
67. In this online news discussion, I do not enjoy getting
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into arguments.
68. In this online news discussion, arguing over
controversial issues improves my intelligence.
69. In this online news discussion, I enjoy a good argument
over a controversial issue.
70. In this online news discussion, I try to avoid getting into
arguments.
--- Page 9 --Willingness to express in online news discussions
(1 item; Ho et al., 2013 ; Lin & Salwen, 1997; Moy et al.,
2001)
For the following question, please check the phrase that
best describes you.
71. How willingly would you post your opinion on this
comment section?

1 (Very unwillingly) to
7 (Very willingly)

